CHECKLIST OF WORLDWIDE “COLUMBUS” STAMPS

Christopher Columbus and the Discovery of America ...plus other explorers and people of interest regarding the New World in philately ...by David Nye

Note: Scott numbers are used which are trademarks of Amos Press, Inc. dba Scott Publishing Co., Sidney, OH. U.S.A.

AITUTAKI

#479-81 (11 Dec 1992) Columbus blessed at Palos, map, landing.

ALBANIA

#2395-97 (10 Jan 1992) Explorers: Bering, Columbus, Magellan.

#2421-22 (20 Aug 1992) Europa, Map of N. & S. America, Columbus, Columbus & ships, Columbus meeting natives.

#2421-22 + label (20 Aug 1992) Each stamp with label from center of sheets. Map & Columbus, Columbus & ships, Columbus meeting natives.

#2423 (20 Aug 1992) S/S, Europa, map, Christopher Columbus.

ANDORRA (Spanish Administration)

#217-18 (08 May 1992) Europa, Santa María, King Ferdinand.

ANDORRA (French Administration)


ANGOLA

#542-45 (22 Apr 1968) Hope, Castle, Convent, Cabral’s Armada.

#850 (18 Sep 1992) Genoa ’92, Discovery of America, Landing of Columbus.
ANGUILLA

#174-78 (10 Sep 1973) Discovery of West Indies: Santa María, Old West Indies map, map of voyages, sighting land, Columbus landing. Strip of 4 + single.

#178a (10 Sep 1973) S/S, Discovery of West Indies with #174-78 Santa María, Old West Indies map, map of voyages, sighting land, Columbus landing.

#349-54 (23 Apr 1979) Stamp on Stamp set including U.S. #245.

#354a (23 Apr 1979) S/S of 6 stamps on stamps (#349-54) including U.S. #245.

#701-05 (22 Dec 1986) C. Columbus, astrolabe, Columbus aboard ship, Santa María Ferdinand & Isabella, Indians.


#862-65 (15 Dec 1992) Landfall, Columbus, Columbus’ fleet, Pinta.


ANTIGUA


#1092-99 (14 Mar 1988) Columbus’ fleet, view of fleet in harbor from Paino Indian village, caravel anchored in harbor at Paino Village, Columbus & Indians in canoe, Columbus in long boat, ships under full sail, etc.

#1100-01 (14 Mar 1988) Two S/S, stone cross given to Columbus by Isabella, gold coin (excelente) showing King Ferdinand & Isabella.

#1175a-d (16 May 1989) Se-tenant strip of 4 stamps, UPAE, Pre-Columbian societies & customs: Arawak Indian whip dance.


#1275-82 (26 Mar 1990) UPAE, New World marine life: Star-eyed hermit crab, Spiny lobster, Peppermint shrimp, Coral crab, etc.

Ships of: Hanno, Eric the Red, Leif Erikson, Scylax, Marco Polo, Brendan, etc.

Two S/S, portraits of Columbus (bareheaded & wearing hat.

San Salvador Island, Pinzón, Columbus, signature, Coat of Arms, Pinta, Niña, Santa María.

Two S/S, Sea monster & map, sailing ship.

Omnibus (OCES), Landing of Columbus, natives & ships.

Sheet of 3 stamps, Amerigo Vespucci, hands & map.

S/S, Amerigo Vespucci and Compass.

Map & Columbus on bended knee, Columbus portraits.

Christopher Columbus & ships.

ARGENTINA

400th Anniversary Discovery of America, Santa Maríá, Niña, & Pinta.

Allegory: of Discovery, of Spain & Argentina, of America offering laurels to Columbus.

Columbus Lighthouse Watermark #288.

Proposed Columbus Lighthouse Watermark #90.

Caravel & UPAE emblem.

Caritas emblem: three crosses.

Iguacú Falls & Tourist Year-Columbus emblem.

Columbus Theater, Buenos Aires.
#1225 (25 Nov 1978) Statue of Queen Isabella & Columbus by Arturo Dresco.

#1324 (1981) Espamer ’81 emblem and caravel.

#1666-67 (14 Oct 1989) UPAE, pre-Columbian art: wooden mask from Atajo, urn of the Santa Marta Culture.

#1709-10 (13 Oct 1990) UPAE, Iguazú Falls, Puerto Deseado.


#1778 a-b (12 Dec 1992) UPAEP, pair, Columbus, Castle, ship; native drawings, Columbus.

#1778 a-b (12 Dec 1992) strip of 2 pairs with emblem between.

#2102 a-b (29 Apr 2000) pair, Cabral & map, Compass rose & ship.

#B1-5 (05 Jan 1944) Semi-postal stamps: Samuel Morse, UPAE, Alexander Graham Bell, Rowland Hill, Columbus.

#B5 (05 Jan 1944) Landing of Columbus.

#B90 (15 Dec 1979) Stamp on Stamp (Scott #91), Columbus’s ships.

#B105 a-f (28 Apr 1984) Block of 6 stamps, Columbus coat of arms, Columbus’ arrival at San Salvador, Columbus’ ships.

#B142-45 (16 Sep 1989) Documents & Chronicles by de Ayala, de Cieza de León, Ulrico Schmidl, Columbus Coat of Arms-Book of Privileges, etc.


#C94 (10 Oct 1964) Day of the Race, Florentine woodcut of Discovery of America.

**ARUBA**

#83-85 (30 Jul 1992) Christopher Columbus, sailing ship, natives & map.
ASCENSION

#536-39 (18 Feb 1992) WCSE, Eye of Wind, S. Larsen, Columbus’ ships, Columbus & Santa María.

#896-899 a-b (24 July 2006) 4 horizontal pairs, Darwin, Brunel, Columbus, Halley.

#898a-b (24 July 2006) Horizontal pair, Niña, Christopher Columbus.

AUSTRALIA

#1252a (15 Jan 1992) Australia Day & Discovery of America, sheet of 4 sailing ships #1249-52 (no Columbus ship) but Columbus topical item w/text on S/S.

#1252b (May 1992) Sheet of 4 Sailing ships #1249-52 (no Columbus ship)...but Columbus topical item with gold WCSE and text.

#1252c (Sep 1992) Sheet of 4 Sailing ships #1249-52 (no Columbus ship)...but Columbus topical item with gold Genova ’92 emblem & text.

#1260b (19 Mar 1992) S/S, WCSE emblem in sheet margin, International Space Year, Helix Nebula, the Pleiades, Spiral Galaxy NGC2997.

AUSTRIA

#1569 (08 May 1992) Europa, Discovery of America, Map.

BAHAMAS

#116-29 (12 Oct 1942) Scenes: King George, Sea Gardens, Fort Charlotte, Flamingos, Seal of Bahamas, etc. with “Landfall” overprint.

#204-18 (07 Jan 1965) Bahamas scenes, #218 shows Columbus’ flagship.

#218 (07 Jan 1965) Columbus’ flagship.

#230-44 (25 May 1966) Scenes (#204-218) with surcharged values.

#244 (25 May 1966) Columbus flagship (#218) with $3.00 surcharge.
#252-66 (25 May 1967) Scenes (type of 1965) with values in cents & dollars.

#266 (25 May 1976) Columbus’ flagship.

#284-87 (02 Dec 1968) First gold coinage in Bahamas: Landing of Columbus, Santa Maria flagship, Nassau Harbor Lighthouse, fort.

#343 (01 Nov 1972) S/S, Tourism Year of the Americas, map of Bahamas, Columbus logo.

#464 (09 Jul 1980) Wmk #373, Columbus landing.

#464a (06 Nov 1985) Watermark #384, Columbus landing.

#597 (19 May 1986) Columbus Landing stamp on stamp.

#640-43 (23 Feb 1988) Ferdinand and Isabella, Columbus before Talavera, Lucayan village, Lucayan potters.

#644 (23 Feb 1988) S/S, map circa 1500.

#663-66 (25 Jan 1989) Columbus as chart maker, development of the caravel, navigational tools, Arawak artifacts.


#725-28 (09 Apr 1991) Columbus practices celestial navigation, fleet in rough seas, Natives on beach, map of voyage.

#729 (9 Apr 1991) S/S, Pinta’s crew sights land.

#749-52 (17 Mar 1992) Lucayans first sight of Columbus’ fleet, Approaching Bahamas coastline, Lucayans about to meet Columbus, Columbus gives thanks for safe arrival.

#753 (17 Mar 1992) Monument to Columbus’ landing.

936 (09 Mar 1999) Caravel Santa María.

BARBUDA

962-69 (25 Jul 1988) Columbus’ fleet, view of fleet in harbor from Paino Indian village, caravel anchored in harbor at Paino Village, Columbus & Indians in canoe, Columbus, etc. (Antigua #1092-1099) with BARBUDA MAIL overprint.

970-71 (25 Jul 1988) 2 S/S, stone cross given to Columbus by Isabella, gold coin (exelente) showing King Ferdinand & Isabella (Antigua #1100-01) with BARBUDA MAIL overprint.

1035 (24 May 1989) Se-tenant strip of 4 stamps, UPAE, Pre-Columbian societies & customs: Arawak Indian whip dance (Antigua #1175) with BARBUDA MAIL overprint.

1036 (24 May 1989) S/S, UPAE, pre-Columbian societies & customs: Arawak Indian chief (Antigua #1176) with BARBUDA MAIL overprint.

1103-10 (06 Jun 1990) UPAE, New World marine life: Star-eyed hermit crab, Spiny lobster, Peppermint shrimp, Coral crab, etc. (Antigua #1275-82) with BARBUDA MAIL overprint.

1111-12 (06 Jun 1990) UPAE, two S/S, New World marine life: Common sea fan, Portuguese man-of-war (Antigua #1283-84) with BARBUDA MAIL overprint.

1209-16 (26 Aug 1991) Ships of: Hanno, Eric the Red, Leif Erikson, Scylax, Marco Polo, Brendan, etc. (Antigua #1411-18) with BARBUDA MAIL overprint.


1296-1301 (12 Oct 1992) San Salvador Island, Pinzón, Columbus, signature, coat of arms, Pinta, Niña, Santa María (Antigua #1571-76) with BARBUDA MAIL overprint.


1304-05 (12 Oct 1992) Omnibus (OECS), Landing, natives & ships (Antigua #1599-1600) with BARBUDA MAIL overprint.
BELGIUM

#1451-52 (04 May 1992) Europa, Discovery issue, globe, astrolabe.

BELIZE


BENIN

#687-88 (24 Apr 1992) Route of Slaves, Columbus landing.

#688a (24 Apr 1992) S/S with #687-88 (Route of Slaves, Columbus landing).

BERMUDA

#628-33 (23 Jul 1992) Artifacts of Age of Exploration: rings, medallion, ink wells, gold pieces, crucifix, pearl earrings, real coin, jug, etc.

BHUTAN

#584-89 (25 May 1987) Santa María, Queen Isabella, flying fish, Columbus Coat of Arms, Columbus, Columbus landing, etc.

#590-95 (25 May 1987) each # is a separate S/S of pineapple, Indian hammock, tobacco plant, flamingo, navigator & astrolabe, lizard.

#596 (25 May 1987) S/S, Iguana, Columbus, Hispaniola map.

#1059-60 (18 Sep 1992) ship, Columbus portrait.

#1061 (18 Sep 1992) S/S like #1060 (ship) but no silver inscription.
BOLIVIA

#342-51 (Mar 1951) 400th Anniversary Founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza: Gate of the Sun & Llama, Church of San Francisco, Avenue Camacho, Consistorial Palace, Legislative palace, Communications Building, Arms, La Gasca ordering Mendoza to found La Paz, Capt. Alonso de Mendoza founding la Paz, portrait of Mendoza.

#349a (Mar 1951) Perforate S/S, 400th Anniversary founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza with Scott #345, #346, #348 perforate.

#349b (Mar 1951) imperforate S/S, 400th Anniversary founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza with Scott # #345, #346, #348 imperforate.

#350a (Mar 1951) Perforate S/S, 400th Anniversary founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza with Scott #344, #347, #350 perforate.

#350b (Mar 1951) imperforate S/S, 400th Anniversary founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza with Scott #344, #347, #350 imperforate.

#351a (Mar 1951) Perforate S/S, 400th Anniversary founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza with Scott #342, #343, #351 perforate.

#351b (Mar 1951) imperforate S/S, 400th Anniversary founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza with Scott #342, #343, #351 imperforate.

#393-402 (14 Feb 1957) #342-51(Founding of La Paz) with surcharge of new value.

#371-2 (16 Jul 1952) Queen Isabella.

#373-75 (16 July 1952) Triangle stamps of proposed Columbus Lighthouse.


#Bol-87-SS ((05 Jan 1987) S/S, King Juan Carlos, Columbus.

#749a (02 Oct 1987) Se-tenant pair: Niña, stern of Santa María; bow of Santa María, Pinta.


#Bol-90-SS (02 Jun 1990) S/S with #792A-B imperforate between.

#808-09 (12 Oct 1990) UPAEP, huts, mountains & lake.

#811 (12 Oct 1991) 500th Anniversary Discovery symbol.


#845-46 (15 Apr 1992) Seville Expo '92, Columbus’ ships.

#855-56 (01 Oct 1992) Columbus departing from Palos, Columbus with Caribbean natives.

#C140-149 (01 Mar 1951) 400th Anniversary Founding of La Paz (same type as regular issue #342-51 with different color): Gate of the Sun & Llama, Church of San Francisco, Avenue Camacho, Consistorial Palace, Legislative palace, Communications Building, Arms, La Gasca ordering Mendoza to found La Paz, Capt. Alonso de Mendoza founding la Paz, portrait of Mendoza.

#C147a (Mar 1951) Perforate S/S, 400th Anniversary Founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza with #C143-45, #C147 perforate.

#C147b Mar 1951) imperforate S/S, 400th Anniversary Founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza with #C143-45, #C147 imperforate.

#C148a (Mar 1951) Perforate S/S, 400th Anniversary Founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza with #C142, #C146, #C148 perforate.

#C148b (Mar 1951) Imperforate S/S, 400th Anniversary Founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza. with #C142, #C146, #C148 imperforate.

#C149a (Mar 1951) Perforate S/S, 400th Anniversary Founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza with #C140, #C141, #C149 perforate.

#C149b (Mar 1951) Imperforate S/S, 400th Anniversary Founding of La Paz by Alonso Mendoza with #C140, #C141, #C149 imperforate.

#C187-96 (14 Feb 1957) #C140-49 (Founding of La Paz) with Surcharge of new values.

#C163-64 (16 Jul 1952) 500th Birth Anniverersary, Queen Isabella.

#C165-68 (16 Jul 1952) Triangle stamps of proposed Columbus Lighthouse.
BRAZIL

#162-65 (01 Jan 1900) 400th Anniversary Discovery of Brazil: Pedro Carbal arrives, Independence proclaimed, Emancipation of slaves, allegory of republic of Brazil.

#359-63 (03 Jun 1932) 1st Colonization of Brazil at Sao Vicente in 1532. Meridian of Tordesillas, Ramalho & Tibrica, de Souza, King John III, etc.

#379 (18 Aug 1933) Flag of the Race, flag with three crosses representing the three ships of Columbus.

#651 (14 Sep 1946) Columbus lighthouse.

#717 (10 Mar 1952) 500th birth Anniversary, Queen Isabella.

#1080-81 (Apr-Jul 1968) 400th Anniversary of birth Pedro Álvares Cabral: Cabral & his fleet, First Mass in Brazil.

#1914-15 (27 Apr 1984) Pedro Cabral, Christopher Columbus.

#2208-09 (12 Oct 1989) UPAE & pre-Columbian stone carvings: Mulraquita ritual statue, ceramic brazier.

#2287a (12 Oct 1990) UPAE, pair, flowers, shoreline.

#2333-34 (12 Oct 1991) UPEAP, Magellan, de Orellena.

#2361a (24 Apr 1992) UPAEP, pair, Columbus’ fleet, Columbus & map.


#2576 (22 Apr 1996) 500th Anniversary Discovery of Brazil symbol.

#2626 (22 Apr 1997) Discovery of Brazil (like #2576 but different colors & year).

#2670-71 (22 Apr 1998) 1519 map, natives, fauna, caravel.

#2711 (22 Apr 1999) Lubrapex 2000, various scenes of people of diverse cultures.

#2737 (09 Apr 2000) Discovery of Brazil Anniversary, UIT Telecom.

#2738 (11 Apr 2000) Block of 4 stamps, Discovery of Brazil, sailors, native, ships, etc.

#2739 (11 Apr 2000) Discovery of Brazil Anniversary: ship + personalized label
**BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS**

**#207** (16 Feb 1970) Santa María.

**#270** (19 Aug 1974) Columbus (portrait).


**#636-39** (18 May 1989) Pre-Columbian societies & customs: hammock, making a fire, carvers, Arawak family. Mint NH $9.00 FDC $15.00; Complete set in Gutter pairs Mint


**#725** (20 Sep 1991) S/S, Columbus ship with map-first voyage (1493 woodcut).

**#747-54** (26 May 1992) Isabella, Columbus' fleet, Second Coat of Arms, Landing Monument, Columbus' signature, Columbus, Columbus Landing, convent at La Rábida, replica of Santa María at NY World's Fair.

**#755-56** (26 May 1992) Two S/S Columbus' second fleet, map.

**#773-80** (24 Sep 1993) Discovery of Virgin Islands: Ferdinand & Isabella, Columbus departure of 2nd voyage, Columbus & Santa María, Columbus second fleet at sea, Landing of Columbus, etc.

**#781-82** (24 Sep 1993) Two S/S, Discovery of Virgin Islands: Natives watching Columbus' ships, Columbus & two ships of his fleet.
BULGARIA

#2431-36 (29 Aug 1977) Hansa cog, Santa María, Golden Hind, Catherina, etc.

#3516-21 (17 Jan 1990) Explorers & their ships: Columbus, da Gama, Magellan, Drake, Hudson, Cook.

#3521a (17 Jan 1990) Sheet of 6 #3516-21 (explorers & their ships).

#3680-85 (22 Apr 1992) de Orellana, Vespucci, Magellan, de Quesada, Drake, de Valdivia.


#3689a (24 Apr 1992) Europa, pair, ships & map, Columbus & ship.

BURKINA FASO

#761-64 (10 Feb 1986) Columbus at court of King of Portugal, Columbus & Santa María, imprisonment at Hispaniola, Columbus using astrolabe, etc.

#765 (10 Feb 1986) S/S, Columbus’ fleet departing Palos harbor.

#944-45 (12 Aug 1992) Columbus & Santa María, ships & natives.

#946 (12 Aug 1992) Genoa ’92, map of first voyage with Columbus.

BURUNDI

#679-80 (12 Oct 92) Columbus’ fleet & globe, pre-Columbian artifacts, fruit & vegetables.

CAMBODIA

#1107-13 (12 Oct 1990) Columbus, Queen Isabella’s jewelry chest, Queen Isabella, Santa María, Juan de la Cosa, Columbus monument, etc.

#1114 (12 Oct 1990) Columbus & Incan image.

#1167-73 (12 Oct 1991) Niña, Santa María, Columbus landing, encountering new cultures, first european settlement, native village, etc.
#1174 (12 Oct 1992) Columbus landing, Discovery of America.

#1241 (01 Aug 92) S/S, Columbus & Santa María.

**CAMEROUN**

#878-81 (Aug 1992) Columbus & fleet of ships, Columbus Landing, Columbus with natives, map & ships.

**CANADA**


#1407a (25 Mar 1992) S/S with #1404-07, Discovery of America #1407 (World map with nocturnal & Aztec calendar stone).

#1649 (24 Jun 1997) 500th Anniversary John Cabot voyage to Canada.

#1656 (05 Aug 1997) Knights of Columbus centennial in Canada.

**CAPE VERDE**

#343 (22 Apr 1968) Pedro Álvares Cabral.

#343-44 (22 Apr 1968) World map, Pedro Álvares Cabral.

#617a (31 Mar 1992) (pair #616-17), Images of Discovery of America, Columbus on ship.

#618 (31 Mar 1992) S/S with two stamps (similar to #616-17 & smaller).

#619 (24 Apr 1992) Grenada ’92, Columbus with city of Grenada in background.

#641-44 (01 Aug 1993) 500th Anniversary Treaty of Tordesillas, Ferdinand & Isabella, Pope Alexander VI, King John II, Astrolabe, treaty signing, compass rose, map, etc.

#664 (04 Mar 1994) Prince Henry the Navigator (1394-1460)
CENTRAL AFRICA

#786-91 (yr. 1986) Columbus plotting course, receiving blessing, fleet in port, trade with natives, storm at sea, fleet at sea.

#792 (year 1986) S/S, Portrait of Columbus.


#992 (22 Sep 1992) S/S, Columbus at La Rábida, sailing ship, etc.

CHILE

#1-14 (1853-65) Columbus head.

#15-19 (1867) Columbus head.

#20-24 (1877) Columbus head.

#25-36 (1878-99) Columbus head (three types).

#36 (1878-99) Columbus head.

#37-38 (1894) Columbus head.

#39-45 (1900-01) Columbus head.

#46-49 (1900-01) Columbus head.

#50 (1900) Columbus head (#33) with 5c surcharge.

#51-56 (1901-1902) Columbus head.

#57 (1903) Columbus (#44) with 10c surcharge.

#68-78 (1905-09) Columbus stamps showing 3 different Columbus portraits.

#79-82 (1910) Columbus stamps (#73 & #78) with different surcharges & “Islas de Juan Fernandez.”

#98, #113, #127, #129, #143, #144 Columbus (portraits).
(10 Sep 1945) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

(20 Mar 1952) Queen Isabella.

(15 Oct 1953) Stamp on stamp, Columbus head.

(15 Oct 1953) Stamp on stamp, Columbus head.

(15 Oct 1953) Stamp on stamp, Columbus head.


(23 May 1986) picture of early Chile stamp (Columbus).


FDC $2.50

(31 Mar 1989) Se-tenant pair, Columbus, ships.

(31 Mar 1989) Two S/S with Christopher Columbus, ships se-tenant pair (#820-21).


(20 Apr 1990) Pair, Inca, Spanish infantryman.


(20 Oct 1992) UPAEP, Calendar stone, astrolabe, Columbus; church, map of Central & South America, sailing ship.

(20 Mar 1952) Queen Isabella.

(15 Oct 1953) Stamp Centenary of 1853, Stamp on stamp, Columbus head.

(year 1894) Acknowledgement of receipt stamp with Columbus head.

(year 1895) Postage due stamps with Columbus head.

(year 1895) Postage due stamps with Columbus head.

(year 1907) Early Columbus stamps overprint with anchor.
Cocos Islands

#261 (22 May 1992) Discovery of America issue, ship.

Colombia

#416 (1932) Columbus portrait (Waterlow printing).

#417-19 (10 Jan 1934) 400th Anniversary of Cartagena, Pedro de Heredia.

#466 (05 Dec 1938) Portrait of Christopher Columbus (Bogota printing), perforate 10.5, 11.

#466a (05 Dec 1938) Christopher Columbus portrait (perforate 12.5).

#472 (03 Mar 1939) Christopher Columbus portrait (American Bank Note).

#611 (10 Mar 1953) Queen Isabella & Monument.

#640-42 (29 Oct 1955) UPAE 7th Congress, Belacázar, Jiménez de Quesada & Balboa; San Martín, Bolívar & Washington; Caravels & Columbus.

#642a (29 Oct 1955) S/S with #640-42 in slightly different shades-Belacázar, Jiménez de Quesada & Balboa; San Martín, Bolívar & Washington; Caravels & Columbus.

#666 (12 Oct 1956) Christopher Columbus & proposed Columbus lighthouse.

#666, C285 (11 Oct 1956) Christopher Columbus & proposed Columbus lighthouse.

#693 (year 1959) Queen Isabella & Monument (#611) with 20c surcharge.


#1064-65 (05 Oct 1992) two S/S Discovery of America issue (Paintings)

#1263a-b (23 Feb 2006) pair with Columbus’ face on each.

#C64 (01 Jun 1929) Columbus’ ship & plane.

#C65 (01 Jun 1929) Columbus’ ship & plane.

#C66 (01 Jun 1929) Columbus’ ship & plane.
#C67 (01 Jun 1929) Columbus’ ship & plane.

#C80-82 (15 Dec 1930) Tolima volcano & Columbus’ ship, plane (#C63,C66 & C64) with “Simón Bolívar” surcharge.

#C92 (01 Jan 1930) Columbus’ ship & plane (#C64) with overprint Correo Aereo.

#C93 (01 Jan 1930) Columbus’ ship & plane (C65) with overprint Correo Aereo.

#C94 (01 Jan 1930) Columbus’ ship & plane (C66) with overprint Correo Aereo.

#C95 (01 Jan 1930) Columbus’ ship & plane (C67) with overprint Correo Aereo.

#C111-14 (05 Jan 1934) 400th Anniversary of Cartagena #C104, C106-08 with “1533/1933 Cartagena” surcharge.

#C275-80 (29 Oct 1955) UPAE 7th Congress, Atahualpa, Tisquesluza & Montezuma; Ferdinand & Isabella; O’Higgins, Santander & Sucre; Martí, Hidalgo & Petion; Artigas, Solano Lopez & Murillo; Abdon Calderon, Baron de Rio Branco & José de la Mar.

#C285 (11 Oct 1956) Christopher Columbus & proposed Columbus lighthouse.

#C306 (08 Jan 1958) Christopher Columbus & proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#C809 (12 Oct 1989) UPAE, artifacts or customs of pre-Columbian peoples: Quembaya, Calma or Tolima gold smiths.

#C810 (30 Aug 1989) UPAE, artifacts or customs of pre-Columbian peoples: potter & Sinu ceramic figurine.


#C842-43 (11 Oct 1991) UPEA, ship, ship arriving in New World.

#C853-54 (22 Jul 1992) Paintings: Discovery of America by Christopher Columbus by Salvador Dali, Magical America, Myth and Legend by Alfredo Vivero.

#O13 (1937) Columbus portrait (#416) with red “OFICIAL” overprint.

#RA30 (1947) Columbus portrait (#466) with sobetasa overprint.

#RA50 (May 1951) Bartolomé de Las Casas.

#RA52 (1953) Bartolomé de Las Casas.
COMORO ISLANDS


#702 (yr. 1989) Search for Cipango (#660) with surcharge.


CONGO

#501 (Jun 1979) Stamp on stamp (U.S. $5.00 Columbian #245).

#865 (28 Jun 1990) Columbus Monument (Barcelona).

#944-50 (30 May 1991) Three different Columbus portraits, Columbus’ ships, Coat of Arms and signature of Columbus.


#971 (2011) S/S, Christopher Columbus & flag.

COOK ISLANDS

#1048 (14 Feb 1991) Columbus portrait.

#1107 (22 May 1992) Columbus portrait and Columbus Landing.

#1107A (21 Sep 1992) S/S, Columbus portrait and Columbus Landing.

COSTA RICA

#122 (1923-26) Columbus soliciting aid (red brown).

#123 (1923-26) Columbus soliciting aid of Isabella (carmine rose).
#124 (1923-26) Columbus portrait, ship & map.

#125 (1923-26) Columbus at Cariari.

#137 (1925) Columbus soliciting aid (#122) with 6c surcharge.

#140 (1926) Columbus portrait, ship & map (#124) with 10c surcharge.

#147 (07 Jan 1928) Columbus portrait, ship & map (#124) with 10c “Lindbergh” surcharge.

#151-56 (year 1930) Three stamps (#151, #155-56): National Monument, Post Office, #156 Columbus soliciting aid of Queen Isabella.

#156 (1930) Columbus soliciting aid of Queen Isabella, small stamp.

#177-78 (05 Dec 1936) Map Cocos Island & Columbus’ ships.

#189 (1938) Columbus at Cariari (#125) with “1938” overprint.

#217-18 (1942) Chapui Asylum, Columbus at Cariari (#144 & 189) with surcharge.

#218 (1942) Columbus at Cariari (#189) with 15c surcharge.

#247 (19 May 1947) Map of Cocos Island & Columbus’ ships (O80) with “Correos 1947” overprint.

#392 (26 Oct 1987) 16th Century Costa Rica & area map, Columbus Day.

#392 plus (26 Oct 1987) 16th Century Costa Rica & area map with Columbus face in stamp margin.

#394a (20 Nov 1987) Pair, 16th Century Costa Rica & area map, map Costa Rica area (Asia) by Bartholomew Columbus.

#408 (28 Nov 1988) Indian glass-bead & lion-tooth necklace.


#422 (04 Dec 1989) Frog, coin with Ferdinand and Isabella.

#434a, #436a (21 Dec 1989) Two pair, UPAE, various species of parrots.

#C2 (14 Mar 1930) Columbus soliciting aid of Queen Isabella (#123) with CORREO AEREO overprint.


#C178 (21 Apr 1948) Columbus at Cariari (#C150) with 35c habilitado surcharge.

#C211-15 (04 Mar 1952) Queen Isabella & caravels of Columbus.

#C220-23 (24 Apr 1953) Columbus at Cariari (#C149-51, C153) with habilitado surcharge.

#C502-03 (14 Sep 1970) Stamp on stamp: Columbus stamp (#124) on stamp on #C502.

#C916 UPAE, Pre-Columbian corn grinding stone (#418) with overprint.


#O80-81 (1936) Map Cocos Island & ships of Columbus (#177-78) with OFICIAL overprint.

CROATIA


#591-92 (08 Sep 2005) Santa María, stylized gull.

#592 (08 Sep 2005) S/S (w/ #591-92).

CUBA

#227 (1899), USA stamp, Columbus statue (straight column).

#233 (1905) Columbus statue (rounded column).

#233-37 (1905) Statue of Columbus, Royal Palms, “Cuba”, ocean liner, cane field.

Unissued 1935 regular issue, four stamps, Columbus landfall.

Unissued 1935 air post issue, four triangle stamps. ships & planes.
#348 (13 Oct 1937) Columbus Lighthouse.

#354 (13 Oct 1937) Fleet of Columbus.

#387-91 (19 May 1944) Columbus (portrait), Bartolomé de Las Casas, statue of Columbus at Cárdenas, discovery of tobacco, Columbus sights land.

#473 (22 Feb 1952) 500th Birth Anniversary, Queen Isabella.

#791-93 Taino Civilization artifacts: ritual effigy, wood carving, stone carving.


#2549-52 (12 Oct 1982) Columbus & map of Cuba, Santa María, Pinta, Niña.

#2714 (19 Jun 1984) S/S, Columbus statue stamp (#233) on stamp on S/S.

#2743 (12 Oct 1984) Sheet of 4 + 2 labels, Ferdinand & Isabella, departure from Palos, Niña, Pinta & Santa María, Columbus landing in America

#2773-78 (19 Mar 1985) Indian activities.

#2779 (19 Mar 1985) S/S Indian cooking

#2818 (18 Oct 1985) S/S with Spain #C45 & Cuba #387 (Columbus portraits).


#3149-50 (12 Oct 1989) UPAE, artifacts or customs of pre-Columbian peoples: stone carving, Indians in dugout canoe; Petroglyph, Indian drawing on stone wall.

#3249-50 (12 Oct 1990) UPAE, Columbus’ ship & shore, Columbus & village.


#3353-54 (12 Oct 1991) UPAE, Columbus & the Pinzóns, Santa María, Niña & Pinta.

#3408-09 (14 Apr 1992) UPAE, Landing at Bariay, landing at San Salvador.

#3436 (27 Jul 1992) Expo 92 Seville, Columbus meeting with Catholic Kings.

#3441-46 (18 Sep 1992) Cabral, Pinzón, de Ojeda, Vespucci, P. Henry, Dias.
#3447 (18 Sep 1992) S/S, Columbus’ fleet.

#3463 a-e (03 Oct 1992) Strip of 5, Columbus & Isabella, Columbus at La Rábida, Palos, Columbus pointing up & outlining his plan, Columbus with scroll before the Salamanca Council, departure of Columbus’ fleet from Palos.

#3464 a-e (03 Oct 1992) Strip of 5, Three ships stopping at Canary Islands, Columbus speaking to crew, land sighted, Columbus landing in New World, meeting natives.

#3465 a-e (03 Oct 1992) Strip of 5, grounding of Santa Maria, arrival of Niña at Palos, Columbus welcomed at Barcelona, Columbus describes his voyage, departure of fleet from Cadiz on second voyage.

#3466 a-e (03 Oct 1992) Strip of 5, Ferdinand & Isabella welcome Columbus, fleet on Columbus’ third voyage, Columbus deported from Hispaniola to Spain as prisoner, Columbus on ship of fourth voyage, Death of Columbus, May 20, 1506.


#C36-37 (19 May 1944) First Cuban land sighted by Columbus, Columbus Lighthouse.

#C50 (22 Feb 1952) 500th Birth Anniversary, Queen Isabella.

#C50a (22 Feb 1952) S/S of two stamps, 500th Birth Anniversary, Queen Isabella perforated 11.

#C50b (22 Feb 1952) S/S of two stamps, 500th Birth Anniversary, Queen Isabella imperforate.

#C110-13 (24 Apr 1955) Stamps on stamps (Columbus statue stamp on #C110).

**CYPRUS**

#798-801 (29 May 1992) Europa, two pair, Map, embarkation at Palos, three ships, Columbus.

**CZECHOSLOVAKIA**

#2856 (05 May 1992) Europa, Discovery of America issue, unusual image of woman’s head in water & man’s head as part of ship.
DANZIG

#B31 (28 Nov 1938) S.S. Columbus

DENMARK

#959-60 (07 May 1992) Europa, potato plant, ear of corn.

DJIBOUTI


#691 (19 Dec 1991) Columbus & ships.

#700 (16 May 1992) Ship & map.

DOMINICA

#203 (03 Nov 1967) Columbus’ ship Santa María & banerol.


#1029-36 (27 Jul 1987) Explorations of Columbus: Discovery of Dominica, ships greeted by Carib Indians, claiming New World for Spain, wrecking of Santa María, fleet setting sail, sighting land, trading with the Indians, etc.

#1037-38 (27 Jul 1987) 2 S/S, Arrival of 2nd fleet at Dominica on, map of exploration of the Leeward Islands.

#1083 (01 Jun 1988) S/S, Olymphilex overprint on arrival of second fleet at Dominica (#1037).


#1156-59 (08 May 1989) UPAE, pre-Columbian societies & their customs: Carib Indians canoeing, bow hunting, canoe making, shield wrestling.

#1160 (08 May 1989) UPAE, S/S, pre-Columbian societies & their customs: Carib Indians dancing.
UPAE and 500 Emblem on shells: Reticulated cowrie-helmet, West Indian chank, True tulip, Sunrise tellin, etc.

Two S/S, UPAE and 500 on shells: giant tun, king helmet.

Explorer’s ships: Eannes, Baldaya, Días, Da Gama, Vallarte the Dane, Cadamosto, Gomes, Cao.

Two S/S, “500” on blue & yellow Macaw, red & yellow Macaw, ship.

WCSE & 500 emblems on Christopher Columbus & New World flora & fauna: Hercules beetle, Crapaud frog, parrot, Anole, Royal gramma & Hibiscus.

2 S/S, WCSE & 500 emblems on Giant Katydid & Columbus’ fleet.

Omnibus-OECS, Landing, natives & ships.

S/S, Death Anniversary Columbus, Santa María & Columbus

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Columbus mausoleum issue, voyage of Diego Mendez from Jamaica, Enriquillo’s revolt, Sarcophagus of Columbus, “Española” guarding remains of Columbus, Bartolomé de las Casas defending Indians, Columbus at Salamanca, Columbus’ Mausoleum.

Columbus mausoleum issue. Imperforate.

Tete beche pair, “Española” guarding Columbus remains.

Tete beche pair, Bartolomé de las Casas defending Indians.

(1900) Sarcophagus of Columbus. Perforate

(1900) Sarcophagus of Columbus with C & R in top corners. Perforate

(1900) Sarcophagus of Columbus. Imperforate single.

Columbus at Salamanca. Perforate
#110b single (1900) Columbus at Salamanca. Imperforate single

#110A (1900) Voyage of Diego Mendez from Jamaica. Perforate

#110c single (1900) Voyage of Diego Mendez from Jamaica. Imperforate single.

#144-150 (25 Feb. 1902) 400th Anniversary of Santo Domingo: Sánchez, Duarte, Mella, Fort Santo Domingo.

#150 (25 Feb 1902) Fort Santo Domingo.

#241-48 (1928) Ruins of Columbus’ fortress (Alcázar de Colón).

#342-45 (30 Apr 1939) NY Fair, proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#366-68 (Apr-Mar 1941) Fortress Ciudad Trujillo & Columbus statue.

#421 (04 Aug 1946) Founding of Santo Domingo: map of Hispaniola.

#446 (12 Oct 1951) 500th Birth Anniversary, Queen Isabella.

#450-52 (06 Jan 1953) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse & flags of 21 Republics.

#647-51 (31 Jan 1969) Taino art: Mother figure, face, stone hatchet, clay pot.


#774 (22 Oct 1976) Map of Spain, C. America, S. America & galleon.

#774, #C247 Map of Spain, Central & South Americas & galleon, Alcázar de Colón (Palace of Columbus).


#916-19 (10 Oct 1984) Columbus Landing on Hispaniola, destruction of Fort Navidad, first mass in America, battle Santo Cerro.

#951-54 (10 Oct 1985) Columbus Regatta, Founding of Santo Domingo, Chapel of Our Lady of the Rosary, Columbus arrival & indian.

#980-83 (10 Oct 1986) Columbus Regatta, Columbus founding La Isabela, exploration of the Hidalgos, Columbus returning to the Court of Ferdinand & Isabella.

#984 (10 Oct 1986) S/S of 500\textsuperscript{th} Anniversary Discovery emblems, textured paper imperforate.

#1002-05 (14 Oct 1987) Columbus Regatta, Columbus writing, building Fort Santiago, Columbus imprisoned by Bombadilla.

#1006 (14 Oct 1987) S/S, Columbus Statue & 500\textsuperscript{th} Discovery emblems (imperforate).

#1018 (22 Dec 1987) Frank Feliz, Jr. & plane Colón (Columbus) Goodwill flight to South America (only one of four to return).

#1018, #1019 (22 Dec 1987) stamp and S/S, plane Colón (Columbus) & proposed Columbus lighthouse (#C30 imperforate).

#1019 (22 Dec 1987) S/S, Goodwill flight to South America by the planes Colón, Pinta, Niña & Santa María, Columbus lighthouse stamp (#C30 imperforate).


#1067-70 (13 Oct 1989) Columbus Regatta, Father Pedro de Córdoba converting Indians to Catholicism, Christopher Columbus trading with Indians, sermon of Pedro de Córdoba.

#1090-93 (12 Oct 1990) Fight at the Gulf of Arrows, Columbus talking with Guacanagari Indians, Columbus & Caonabo Indian prisoner, Columbus Regatta.

#1094-95 (07 Nov 1990) UPAE, pre-Columbian societies & their customs: Indians in canoe, Indian in hammock.

#1096-99 (17 Jul 1991) Discovery of Hispaniola: first official mass, Arms of first religious order, map of island, Christopher Columbus --first viceroy and governor in Americas.

#1104-07 (15 Oct 1991) Columbus Regatta, Encounter of three cultures, Columbus & Dr. Álvarez Chanca, rebellion of Enriquillo.
#1109-10 (16 Dec 1991) UPAE, Santa María, Columbus (face).

#1111 (02 Apr 1992) Columbus lighthouse, banking.

#1112 (08 Jun 1992) Española ’92, Columbus lighthouse and cross in sky.

#1114-15 Ruins: San Francisco Monastery, San Nicolás Hospital.

#1116-19 (12 Oct 1992) Columbus Regatta, Native woman & Columbus, Natives offering Columbus tobacco, Native woman, Columbus & corn.

#1123-24 (12 Oct 1992) Columbus lighthouse (during day).


#1143-44 (28 Dec 1993) First University, City Coat of Arms.

#1153 (03 Feb 1994) First Mass in America, symbolism.

#1169 (24 Nov 1994) Ruins of San Francisco Monastery.

#1170a-b (12 Dec 1994) pair, First church “La Isabela.”

#1174-75 (21 Dec 1994) First coins, first clamor of justice.

#1195 (29 Jul 1995) 500th Anniversary Santiago de los Caballero, Jacagua ruins.

#1210 (05 Dec 1995) Columbus Lighthouse (dark blue).

#1241(27 Dec 1996) Columbus Lighthouse (bright green).

#1263 (18 Oct 1997) Columbus mausoleum stamp (#108) on stamp.

#1265 (15 Dec 1997) Columbus Lighthouse (bright rose).

#1277-82 (06 Aug 1998) Founding of Santo Domingo: Sun clock, St. Lorenzo Church & Hospital, First Cathedral in America, Royal Palace (Alcázar de Colón-Columbus), Tower of Honor, St. Nicolas of Bari Church & Hospital.

#1280 (06 Aug 1998) El Alcázar de Cólon (Columbus’ Palace).

#1293 (23 Nov 1998) Expofila, statue of Columbus.
#1299 (11 Dec 1998) Columbus Lighthouse (orange & black).

#1337 (14 Dec 1999) Columbus Lighthouse (brown & silver).

#1371 (15 Sep 2000) Columbus Lighthouse (buff brown & silver).

#1375 (02 May 2001) Columbus Lighthouse (light blue & silver).

#1382 (17 Oct 2002) Columbus Lighthouse (yellow & multicolor).

#1439 (year 2007) Alcázar de Colón (Palace of Columbus).

#1458 (year 2008) Discovery of Quiswueya (Hispaniola) by Christopher Columbus.

#C24-31 (09 Nov 1937) Goodwill flight: Columbus’ fleet, Columbus Lighthouse, planes (Colón, Niña, Pinta & Santa María).

#C33 (30 Apr 1939) NY World’s Fair, plane, proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#C35-39 (12 Oct 1940) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse & ships, Columbus & Lighthouse, Columbus Lighthouse, Columbus, caravel.


#C80-86 (06 Jan 1953) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse with cross reflected in the sky.

#C86a (06 Jan 1953) Miniature sheet of 10, Columbus Lighthouse & plane (#450-52, C80-86 in slightly different shades). Sheet is imperforate with simulated perforations.


#C189 (10 Dec 1971) Bell at fortress La Navidad in 1493.

#C203, #701-02 (21 Nov 1972) Christmas issue: Fortress La Navidad, Holy family, poinsettia.

#C231-33 (27 Sep 1975) Indian Chiefs: Mayobanex, Cotubanama & Juan de Esquivel, Enriquillo & Mencia.

#C247, #774 (22 Oct 1976) Alcázar de Colón (Palace of Columbus), Map of Spain, Central and South America & galleon.

#C258 (16 Jul 1977) Caravel under sail.

#C282, #804, (12 Oct 1978) people & globe, Map & Columbus’ ships.
#C365-67 (05 Jul 1982) Espamer ‘82-San Juan emblem (Columbus Puerto Rico landfall image) & symbolic stamps.


#C388-90 (11 Oct 1983) Columbus’ ship & map, Santa María (trophy), Yacht Sotavento.


#CO1-2 (03 Dec 1930) Columbus Lighthouse (O13-14) with overprint Correo Aereo.

#O10-14 (1928) Columbus Lighthouse (official stamps).

#O15 (1937) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O16 (1937) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O17 (1937) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O18 (1939) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O19 (1939) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O20 (1939) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O21 (1940) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O21A (1941) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O22 (1941) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O23 (1941) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O24 (1941) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O25 (1941) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O26 (1950) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O27 (1950) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O28 (1950) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O29 (1950) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.
#O30 (1956) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O31 (1956) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#O32 (1956) Proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

**ECUADOR**

#340-45 (1936) Galapagos Islands-Charles Darwin visit: map of islands, Iguana, tortoise, Darwin, (#344 Columbus), Island scene.

#344 (1936) Columbus (portrait).

#338A-E (13 Oct 1935) of five stamps, Santa María & two globes.

#C38A-E (13 Oct 1935) set of five stamps, Santa María & airplane.

**Unissued 1936 Regular set** of five stamps with value & “1939” overprint, Columbus at Court of Ferdinand & Isabella.

**Unissued 1936 air post set** of five stamps with value & “1939” overprint, Globe with Santa María & plane (triangle).

#400-403 (30 Jan 1942) 400th Anniversary of the Discovery & Exploration of Amazon River by Orellana: Francisco de Orellana, Gonzalo Pizarro, Guayaquil, Quito.

#490-95 (1948) Issued to publicized the proposed Columbus Memorial Lighthouse: Flagship of Columbus.

#584-85 (22 Apr 1954) 500th Birth Anniversary of Queen Isabella.

#718 (1964) Globe and Satellites (#650) with red overprint FARO DE COLÓN (COLUMBUS LIGHTHOUSE).

#1227-28 (06 Mar 1990) UPAE, pre-Columbian pottery.

#1258-59 (31 Dec 1990) UPAE, Ancient dwelling, swamp.

#1266-67 (18 Oct 1991) UPAEP, Columbus’ ships, Columbus landing.

#1292-93 (15 Oct 1992) UPEAP, Sailing ship, Columbus & map.
(30 Jan 1942) 400th Anniversary Discovery of Amazon by Orellana: old map of South America showing Amazon River, Gonzalo de Pineda, panoramic view of Amazon River, painting of the expedition.

(26 May 1948) Issued to publicized the proposed Columbus Lighthouse: Columbus & lighthouse.

(22 Apr. 1954) 500th Birth Anniversary of Queen Isabella.

(1964) Globe & Satellites (#650) with gold overprint “FARO DE COLÓN / AEREO” (Columbus Lighthouse/airmail).

(year 1936) Columbus stamp #244 with overprint OFICIAL.

EQUATORIAL GUINEA

(10 Oct 1990) Discovery of America, arrival in New World, Columbus’ fleet.

(yr. 1991) Captains, ships: Vicente Yáñez Pinzón & Niña, Martín Alonso Pinzón & Pinta, Christopher Columbus & Santa María.

(08 Apr 1992) S/S with 2 stamps: Columbus departing from Palos, Columbus Landing.

FALKLAND ISLANDS

(12 Dec 91) WCSE, Sailing ships: Eye of the Wind, S. Larsen, Columbus’ ships, Columbus & Santa María.

FAROE ISLANDS

(06 Apr 1992) Europa, Erikson’s ship, Columbus’ ship.

(06 Apr 1992) S/S, Europa, Erikson’s ship, Columbus’ ship-no border line.

FERNANDO PO

(1929) Barcelona –Columbus statue (Spain #348) with overprint FERNANDO PO.

(1929) Santa María & Seville (Spain #349) with overprint FERNANDO PO.
#174 (1929) Santa María & Seville (Spain #351) with overprint FERNANDO PO.

#176 (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #353) with overprint FERNANDO PO.

#179 (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #356) with overprint FERNANDO PO.

#180 (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #357) with overprint FERNANDO PO.

FINLAND

#885a (08 May 1992) Europa, pair, Santa María & map, Columbus & map.

FRANCE


FRENCH POLYNESIA

#592 (22 May 1992) WCSE, Columbus Landing (cartoon type).

#593 (22 May 1992) S/S, WCSE, Discovery of America: Columbus landing (cartoon type) Imperforate.

FRENCH SOUTHERN AND ANTARCTIC TERRITORIES

#C121 (01 Jan 1992) Columbus & his ships.

GABON

#C293 (12 Oct 1992) Columbus (Colomb) portrait & ships.

GAMBIA

#788-95 (15 May 1988) 500th Anniversary emblem, Caravel, Prince Henry the Navigator, Vaso da Gama, map (west Africa), etc.
#796-97 (15 May 1988) 2 S/S, Early ship reaches Gambian coast (1400’s), Columbus’ ship sights Gambian coast 15th Century.

#1227-30 (08 Apr 1992) Disney characters with Discovery: Mickey Mouse as Columbus, with map, ideas rejected, explores America.

#1231 (08 Apr 1992) S/S, Mickey Mouse as Columbus embarks for America.

#1303-04 (07 Jan 1993) Santa María, Pinta & Niña.


GERMANY

#1744-45 (07 May 1992) Woodcut illustrating letters from Columbus, de Laudonniere & Chief Athore.

#1759 (10 Sep 1992) First globe by Martin Behaim.

GHANA

#1463a-h (20 Jul 1992) Sheet of 8, Pinzón, Marchena, Columbus in cabin, Landfall, Landing, Santa María, etc.

#1464 (20 Jul 1992) S/S, WCSE, Columbus & ship.

GIBRALTAR

#610-13 (06 Feb 1992) Europa, two pair, Columbus & Santa María, Map & Niña; map & pinta, map & sailor.

#1056-59 (2006) Navigational equipment, Columbus on ship, Santa María, Columbus & Indian.


GREAT BRITAIN

GREECE

#1739a (22 May 1992) Europa, pair (#1738-39), Columbus and maps.

#1739c (22 May 1992) Europa, booklet with two pair (#1738a & #1739b), Columbus & maps.

GRENADA

#47 (15 Aug 1898) 400th Anniversary of Discovery of Grenada by Columbus (15 Aug 1898), Columbus’ flagship La Concepcion.

#771 (03 Nov 1976) S/S, ship Santa María.

#1005 (09 Sep 1980) Ship Santa María.

#1347-48 (06 Jan 1986) NY Columbus Circle, Columbus Statue.

#1496-1503 (27 Apr 1987) Virgin Mary Columbus’ ships, Columbus & map, Columbus, Ferdinand & Isabella, discovering the Antilles, Carib Indians, American Indians.

#1504-05 (27 Apr 1987) 2 S/S, map of voyage & Columbus’ signature, Columbus & Christ child.

#1597 (05 May 1988) Map & Santa María.

#1766-69 (16 Oct 1989) 500 & UPAE emblems and various pre-Columbian petroglyphs.


#1810-17 (16 Mar 1990) 500 & UPAE emblems, New World butterflies: Southern dagger tail, Caribbean buckeye, Malachite, Orion, St. Lucia mestra, red rim, Flambeau, Red anartia.

#1818-19 (16 Mar 1990) 2 S/S, 500 & UPAE emblems, New World butterflies: Giant hairstreak, Orange-barred sulphur.

#1951-58 (29 Apr 1991) Explorer’s ships: Vitus Bering, Luis de Bougainville, de Mendana, Darwin, Cook, Schouten, Tasman etc.

#1959-60 (29 Apr 1991) 2 S/S, Columbus’ ship Santa María, loss of Santa María.
#2063-68 (07 May 1992) WCSE, Green-winged parrot, Santa María, Columbus, hourglass, Queen Isabella, Cantino map (1502).

#2069-70 (07 May 1992) 2 S/S, WCSE, Map, ship, fish & map, Coat of Arms, Genoa.


#3607-10 (26 Oct 2006) Sinking of Santa María, Santa María, Columbus, ships, etc.

#3611 (26 Oct 2006) S/S, Columbus’ fleet in 1493.

GRENADA CARRIACOU & PETITE MARTINIQUE

#GRE-CP-06-01 (26 Oct 2006) Pinta, Columbus’ three ships, Columbus landing, etc.

#GRE-CP-06-02 (26 Oct 2006) S/S, Columbus’ fleet.

GRENADA GRENADEINES

#867-74 (29 Apr 1987) Columbus, Queen Isabella, Santa María, Landing in New World, King Ferdinand, Fort La Navidad, etc.

#875-76 (27 Apr 1987) 2 S/S, native canoe, Santa María at anchor.


#1134-41 (16 Mar 1990) UPAE: New World insects: Hercules beetle, Click beetle, Harequin beetle, Gold rim butterfly, Red skimmer dragonfly, Bupresid beetle, Mimic butterfly, scrab beetle.

#1142-43 (16 Mar 1990) 2 S/S, UPAE, New World insects: Canna skipper butterfly, Monarch butterfly.

#1299-1306 (29 Apr 1991) Voyages of Discovery: Magellan, Drake, Cook, Sputnik, Gagarin, Glenn, Space Shuttle, etc.

#1307-08 (29 Apr 1991) Two S/S, Columbus’ fleet, the Pinta.
#1405-10 (07 May 1992) Spanish Minister of Finance Don Isaac Aberbanal, Columbus, crewman sighting land, King Ferdinand & Isabella, Columbus & Isabella, Santa María & map.

#1411-12 (07 May 1992) 2 S/S, Portrait of Columbus, Columbus at first landfall.


#2637-40 (26 Oct 2006) Pinta, Columbus’ ships, map, discovering San Salvador.

#2641 (26 Oct 2006) S/S, Christopher Columbus.

GUATEMALA

#120 (1902) Columbus Theater with Columbus statue in front.

#122 (1902) Columbus Monument.

#137 (Apr 1909) Columbus Theater with Columbus statue in front (#120) with red 6c surcharge.

#138 (Apr 1909) Columbus Theater with Columbus statue in front (#120) with black 6c surcharge.

#148 (Sep 1912) Columbus Theater with Columbus statue in front (#120) with black 2c surcharge.

#151 (Jul 1913) Columbus Theater with Columbus statue in front (#120) with black 1c surcharge.

#152 (1913) Columbus Monument (#122) with 1913 seis centavos surcharge.

#193 (Aug 1922) Columbus Monument (#122) with 25 (type V) surcharge.

#193a (Aug 1922) Columbus Monument (#122) with 25 (type VI) surcharge.

#193b (Aug 1922) Columbus Monument (#122) with 25 (type VII) surcharge.

#193c (Aug 1922) Columbus Monument #122) with 25 (type VIII) surcharge.

#193d (Aug 1922) Columbus Monument #122) with 25 (type IX) surcharge.
#204 (Feb 1924) Columbus Theater with Columbus statue in front (Litho. by Castillo Bros.).

#212 (Aug 1924) Columbus Theater with Columbus statue in front (engraved by Perkins Bacon).

#213 (Aug 1924) Columbus Monument (engraved by Perkins Bacon).

#223 (1926) Columbus Monument (1926 date & Waterlow on stamp).

#240 (Jan 1929) Columbus Monument (engraved by De la Rue).

#259-63 (03 Aug 1933) Flag of the Race, Columbus, flag with three crosses & Tecum Uman monument.

#325-29 (08 Oct 1949) Bartolemé de las Casas & Indian.

#384-86 (1962-1964) Bartolemé de las Casas & Indian (type of 1949 & in different colors).

#C15 (21 Oct 1931) Columbus Monument (#240) with overprint “AEREO INTERNACIONAL 1931”

#C19 (05 Dec. 1931) Columbus Monument (#240) with overprint “primer vuelo postal BARRIOS-MIAMI.”

#C27 (07 Apr 1934) Columbus Monument (#240) with overprint “AEREO EXTERIOR 1934.”

#C123 (14 Apr 1940) Columbus Monument (#240) with overprint “UNION PANAMERICANA.”

#C126 (10 Mar 1943) 400th Anniversary founding of Antigua by Don Pedro Alvarado.


#C842-43 (27 Jul 1992) UPAE, Pinzón brothers & Niña, Columbus & Santa María.

**GUERNSEY**

#467-70 (06 Feb 1992) Europa, Columbus, Columbus’ signatures, map of first voyage, Santa María.
#470a (06 Feb 1992) S/S, Europa, Columbus, Columbus’ signatures, map of first voyage, Santa María.

#470b (06 Feb 1992) S/S, Europa, Columbus, Columbus’ signatures, map of first voyage, Santa María with overprint WCSE emblem in sheet margin.

GUINEA

#974-77 (18 Dec 1985) Pinta, Santa María, Niña, Santa María sighting land.

#978 (18 Dec 1985) S/S, Columbus and Niña.

#1205 (03 Dec 1992) Expo ’92 Seville, Columbus.

GUINEA-BISSAU

#497 (29 Jul 1983) S/S, BRASILIANA ’83, galleon, 16th Century map of Brazil.

#663 (12 Sep 1985) Santa María.

#688h (30 Dec 1986) Columbus Monument in Barcelona.

#690-93 (27 Feb 1987) Discovery of America issue: Columbus aboard caravel, Guadalquivir Port (Seville), Pedro Cabral landing at Bahia (Brazil), bridge over the Guadalquivir River (Seville).


#943 (18 Sep 1992) S/S, Genoa ’92, Discovery of America issue, sail rigging.

#C37 (year 1981) S/S, Columbus, Santa María.

GUYANA

#1867 (10 Feb 1988) 500th Emblem, pair (#a-b), Santa María, Grande Francoise

#1868 (10 Feb 1988) 500th Emblem, pair (#a-b), Santa María, Grande Francoise (Note: #1867-68 printed with se-tenant labels describing ship dimensions)

#1869 (10 Feb 1988) S/S, 500th Discovery emblem, ship San Martín.
#1789a (30 Mar 1987) Paintings: strip of 3 stamps (#1787-89) Discovery of America by Dalí, Preparations Before the Journey, Catholic Kings from Prado.


#2401-05 (15 Sept 1991) 500th Anniversary of America, birds: Phoenicopterus ruber, Ostitops dicumanus, Falco peregrinus, Nymphicus hollandicus, Vultur feriphus.


#2520-31 (02 Jan 1992) Columbus lands on Trinidad, Columbus & globe, ships blown off course by hurricane, map & hands in chains, land sighted, Niña & Pinta, Santa María, Columbus trading with Natives, superstitions & sea monsters, Map & Columbus ashore, priest & Natives, Ferdinand & Isabella.

#2532-34 (02 Jan 1992) Three S/S, Columbus & Map of New World, Columbus’ ships, Columbus on deck of Santa María.

#3934 a-c (27 Jul 2006) Sheetlet of 3, Niña, Pinta, Santa María.

**HAITI**

#641-42 (22 Dec 1970) Fort Nativity (Navidad) drawing by Columbus.

#641 Unlisted Fort Nativity (La Navidad) with overprint “Timbre Mobile” & surcharge “0,05.”

#803-09 (05 Dec 1984) Arrival of Europeans in America, Indian statue.

#809a (05 Dec 1984) S/S with #806 & #809, arrival of Europeans in America, Indian statue.

#818-23 (11 Apr 1984) Arrival of Europeans in America, Portrait of Cacique Henri of Bahoruko (hero of the Spanish period), Henri in tropical forest. (Note: A 3g S/S exists picturing Henri in tropical forest)


#857a ((30 Jul 1992) S/S of 2 stamps (#856-57), ships, beached long boats.

#881 (Nov 1996) Arrival of European in America. Indian statue #803 with 1g surcharge.

(12 Feb 1950) Columbus & fleet, President Estiméand & Exposition buildings

(12 Oct 1951) 500th Birth Anniversary, Queen Isabella.

(14 Dec 1954) Columbus drawing of Fort Nativity (Navidad).

HONDURAS

(31 Jul 1892) Columbus sighting coast of Honduras. Mint NH (5c) no gum $10.

(1927-29) Statue of Columbus.

(Oct 1929) Statue of Columbus (255) with “1929 a 1930” overprint.

(Oct 1929) Statue of Columbus (255) with “1929 a 1930” overprint. Unfolded sheet of 25 with overprint in various positions, minor tropic stain.

(02 Jan 1931) Important people, sites, Columbus portrait (304), Landing of Columbus (305), etc.

(02 Jan 1931) Columbus portrait.

(02 Jan 1931) Landing of Columbus.

(year 1931) Columbus portrait (304) with blue “T.S.de C. overprint. Mint NH (gum disturbance).

(year 1931) Columbus portrait (304) with purple “T.S.de C.” overprint variety.

(year 1931) Landing of Columbus (305) with yellow “T.S.de C.” overprint.

(year 1931) Landing of Columbus (305) with yellow overprint inverted.

(03 Aug 1933) Columbus’ fleet & Day of the Race.

**#C101-08** (12 Oct 1940) Merchant Flag & Seal of Honduras (C044-51) with Pro-faro Colón (Pro-Columbus Lighthouse) overprint.

**#C198-205** (11 Oct 1952) Columbus landing, Queen Isabella (portrait), Columbus at court, surrender of Grenada, Queen Isabella offering her jewels.

**#C209-21** (08 Dec 1953) Columbus & Isabella stamps (CO52-54 & CO57-59) with “HABILITADO 1953” surcharge & new values.

**#C377-79** (20 Dec 1965) Two Columbus stamps (C198-99) & ancient monuments (#168) with “Churchill” overprint.

**#C404-06** (25 Nov 1966) Columbus & Isabella stamps (#CO53, C201, C204) with “CAMPEONATO DE FOOTBALL” overprint.

**#C489** (1971) 10c surcharge on 2c Catholic Kings receiving Columbus (#C199).


**#C816-18** (30 Aug 1991) 500th emblem, churches: Church of St Manuel of Colohete, Church of Our Lady of Mercy, Comayagua Cathedral.

**#C824 & C825** S/S (01 Jul 1991) “500th” Anniversary issue: Hernán Cortés & natives,

**#C830-32** (30 Sep 1991) UPAEP, pre-Columbian artifacts with: ears of corn, ear of corn & map, map.


**#C871-72** (30 Oct 1992) UPAEP, Native settlement, explorers meeting natives in boats.

**#C873-75** (30 Oct 1992) Painting from first Mass by Zelaya, ships off-shore, holding services with natives, natives countryside, temples.
#CE1 (08 Dec 1953) Landing of Columbus (CO52) with 20c ENTREGA INMEDIATA 1953 surcharge.

#CO52-59 (1952) Columbus & Isabella stamps (C198-205) with OFICIAL overprint.

#CO110 (20 Dec 1965) Queen Isabella stamp (#CO55) with “Churchill” overprint.

**HONG KONG**

#629 (22 May 1992) S/S, WCSE, Design on S/S: ship & map of Columbus’ first voyage, stamp: Queen Elizabeth & landmarks.

**HUNGARY**

#3344-45 (14 Apr 1992) Europa, Maya Indian sculpture, Indian sculpture.

#2533-34a-d (10 Jun 1978) Two Sheets of 4 stamps, explorers & their ships: Ericson, Columbus, da Gama, Magellan; Drake, Hudson, Cook, Perry.

#2533a-d (10 Jun 1978) Sheet of 4: Ericson, Columbus, da Gama, Magellan.

#2534a-d (10 Jun 1978) Sheet of 4: Drake, Hudson, Cook, Perry.


#3319 (30 Oct 1991) S/S, Christopher Columbus and Coat of Arms. Mint NH (sold)

#3131 (30 June 1988) Ship Santa María.


#3344-45 (14 Apr 1992) Europa, Discovery of America, Maya & Indian Sculpture.

#C53-62 (15 May 1948) Explorers & inventors. Columbus, Fulton, Edison, Kando, Popov, etc.

#C54 (15 May 1948) Christopher Columbus.
ICELAND

#213-16 (1939) NY Fair, Ericsson’s ship & route, T. Karlsefni.

#229-31 (1939-45) Statue of Thorfinn Karlsefni (perforate 14).

#229a-31a (1947) Statue of Thorfinn Karlsefni (perforate 11.5).


#749-50 (06 Apr. 1992) Europa, Leif Erikson, Christopher Columbus, with border line.

#751 (06 Apr. 1992) S/S, Europa, Erikson, Columbus, with no border line. (sold)

#902-05 (16 Mar 2000) Discovery of Vinland, 1000th Anniversary, Viking with shield, globe, Viking ship sailing, Viking ship at shore, Viking without shield.

#905a (16 Mar 2000) S/S, Discovery of Vinland (#902-05), Viking with shield, globe, Viking ship sailing, Viking ship at shore, Viking without shield.

#B6 (09 Oct 1938) S/S, Leif Ericsson statue, Iceland’s position on globe, etc.

IFNI

#C48 (22 Apr 1951) 500th Birth Anniversary, Queen Isabella, Woman holding dove.

#C49 (18 Jul 1952) 500th Birth Anniversary, King Ferdinand, Ferdinand the Catholic.

IRELAND

#864-65 (14 May 1992) Europa, Columbus’ ships, landing in America.

ISLE OF MAN

#505-08 (16 Apr 1992) Europa, two pair (continuous design), Pilgrims in longboats, Speedwell (Holland); Mayflower, Speedwell (England).

ISRAEL
#1112 (26 Apr 1992) Discovery of America, ships.

#1114 (26 Apr 1992) Souvenir Sheet of three, expulsion of Jews from Spain, map (out of Spain by Aug 3, 1492)--Day Columbus left Palos, Spain.

**ITALY**

#300 (27 Oct 1932) Steamers and galleons.

#403 (28 Oct 1938) Columbus standing on deck of ship.


#578 (05 May 1951) 500th Birth Anniversary of Columbus, Landing of Columbus.

#655-56 (08 Jul 1954) Marco Polo.


#1796a (24 Feb 1990) Se-tenant pair, map of Columbus’ first voyage as youth (1474-84).

#1836a (22 Mar 1991) Se-tenant pair, ships leaving port, Columbus at Queen Isabella’s Court.

#1877-80 (24 Apr 1992) Block of 4, (like U.S. #2620-23), Columbus seeking support, Columbus’ fleet, sighting land, Columbus Landing.

#1881-82 (02 May 1992) Monument to Columbus (Genoa), globe.


#1906-11 (18 Sep 1992) Columbus’ house in Genoa, fleet, map, Columbus pointing to land, coming ashore.

#2070 (22 Mar 1996) 700th Anniversary of Marco Polo’s return from China.


#2751 (06 May 2006) 500th Anniversary, Death of Columbus (1451-1506).
JAMAICA

#80 (1921) Landing of Columbus in Jamaica in 1494 (Watermark 3--Multiple Crown and CA).

#93 (1922) Landing of Columbus in Jamaica in 1494 (Watermark 4--Multiple Crown & Script CA).

#106 (1932) Coco palms at Columbus Cove.

#119 (1939-51) Coco Palms at Columbus Cove & portrait of King George.

#154 (25 Nov 1953) Columbus Cove (type of #119 but Queen Elizabeth II & “Royal Visit 1953.”)

#717-20 (22 Dec 1989) Arawak fisherman, smoking tobacco, Ferdinand & Isabella inspecting caravels, Columbus studying charts.

#720a (22 Dec 1989) Large S/S w/historical data & stamps #717-20 perforate. Arawak fisherman, smoking tobacco, Ferdinand & Isabella inspecting caravels, Columbus studying charts.

#720b (22 Dec 1989) Large S/S with historical data & stamps #717-20 imperforate in folder, Arawak fisherman, smoking tobacco, Ferdinand & Isabella inspecting caravels, Columbus studying charts.


#745A (19 Dec 1990) Large S/S with historical data, Maps of Columbus’ 1st-4th voyages + ships, stamps #741-44 imperforate.

#764-67 (16 Dec 1991) Hostile Indians at Santa Gloria, fierce dogs used to subdue Indians, Indians brought gifts of fruit, Columbus describes Jamaica with crumpled paper.

#767a (16 Dec 1991) Small S/S with #764-67 stamps perforated, hostile Indians at Santa Gloria, fierce dogs used to subdue Indians, Indians brought gifts of fruit, Columbus describes Jamaica with crumpled paper.

#767b (16 Dec 1991) Large S/S with #764-67 with historical data, stamps Imperforate, hostile Indians at Santa Gloria, fierce dogs used to subdue Indians, Indians brought gifts of fruit, Columbus describes Jamaica with crumpled paper.
JERSEY

#593-95 (14 Apr 1992) Europa, Columbus & ship, Bertram, Carteret, Raleigh.

KIRIBATI

#890 (27 May 2006) Stamp & label, Columbus & ship.

LAOS

#487-92 (08 Oct 1983) Explorers and their ships: Magellan, Cartier, #489 Columbus & Santa María, Cabral, Cook, Charot.

#665 (25 Oct 1985) ITALIA '85, sheet of 5 + 4 labels, Pinta, Niña, Santa María, Columbus, Map of 1st voyage.

#1085-89 (12 Sep 1992) Sailing ships & maps: Juan Martinez, Piri Reis, Paolo del Pozo Toscanelli, Gabriel de Vallseca, Juan Martinez (different).

#1090 (12 Oct 1992) Genoa ’92, Juan de la Cosa map & ship.

LESOTHO

#613-16 (14 Dec 1987) 500 emblem, Columbus’ fleet & marine life: Spotted trunkfish, Green sea turtle, dolphin, White-tailed tropicbird.

#617 (14 Dec 1987) S/S, Columbus, parrot, Iguana, ship.

LIBERIA

#703-08 (25 Apr 1975) Stamp on stamps (#708 Landing of Columbus--U.S. 2 cent Columbian) perforate.

#703-08 (25 Apr 1975) Stamp on stamps (#708 Landing of Columbus--U.S. 2 cent Columbian) imperforate.

#703-08 (25 Apr 1975) Stamp on stamps, Deluxe imperforate sheets (#708 Landing of Columbus--U.S. 2 cent Columbian).
#2441-44 (15 Nov 2006) Columbus, Columbus & ship, Columbus & Santa María, Niña, ship, crew encountering natives.

#2445 (15 Nov 2006) S/S, Columbus discovers New World, men on shore.

#C207 (25 Apr 1975) S/S, Plymouth plantation, ship Mayflower and U.S. # #548 (Mayflower).

#C207a (25 Apr 1975) S/S imperforate, Plymouth plantation, ship Mayflower and U.S. # #548 (Mayflower).

**LIECHTENSTEIN**


**MACAO**

#719 (04 Mar 1994) Prince Henry the Navigator.

**MALAGASY**

#814-19 (24 Sep 1987) Dias, Prince Henry the Navigator, De Marchena, Toscanelli, Isabella, Columbus.


#1014-20 (10 Sep 1991) Ships of Discovery, #1020 Santa María,1492.

#1021 (10 Sep 1991) S/S, Map, plus label picturing ships and Columbus.

#1131i (06 Apr 1993) Ship: Stamp of Santa María in sheet of #1131.

**MALDIVE ISLANDS**


#1807, #1813 (07 Jan 1993) Columbus studying globe, Columbus claiming San Salvador for Spain.
#1819 (07 Jan 1993) S/S, Columbus pointing West with map behind.

MALI

#C125 (27 Sep 1971) Santa María.

#C426-29 (22 Jun 1981) 475th Anniversary Death of Columbus: Columbus stamps on stamps (U.S #233, Spain #418, Spain #42, U.S. #232).

MALTA

#797-98 (20 Feb 1992) Europa, Columbus' fleet, Columbus map.

MARSHALL ISLANDS

#424a (23 May 1992) Booklet pane of 7 (#418-24), Voyages of Discovery: traditional tipnol, reconstructed Santa María, constellation Argo Navis, Marshallese sailor & tipnol, Columbus & Santa Maria, astronaut & Argo Navis, Columbus, sailor & astronaut.

MAURITANIA

#491-92 (05 Oct 1981) 475th Anniversary Death of Columbus, Pinta & Columbus portrait, Santa María & Columbus portrait.

#604-07 (14 Oct 1986) Indians, maps on globe and: Santa María, Niña, Pinta, Columbus.

#608 (14 Oct 1968) S/S, Columbus & Earth.

MEXICO

#637 (1923) Columbus monument on 5c orange stamp (rouletted 14.5 & unwmk.).

#644 (1923) Columbus monument on 5c orange stamp (perforate 12 & wmk. #156).

#653 (1927) Columbus monument on 4c green stamp (rouletted 14.5 & wmk. #156).

#654 (1927) Columbus monument on 5c orange stamp (rouletted 14.5 wmk. #156).
#689 (1934) Columbus monument on 4c green stamp (Perforate 10.5, 11).

#971 (01 Aug 1966) Bartolomé de Las Casas.


#1457 (12 Oct 1986) Meeting of two worlds.

#1519 (12 Oct 1987) Santa María & emblem festival.

#1566 (12 Oct 1988) Aztec painter & scribe.


#1629-30 (12 Oct 1990) UPAE, pre-Columbian symbols.

#1668 (12 Oct 1990) Discovery of America, Meeting of two worlds.

#1679a (12 Oct 1990) UPAE, pair, flowers & galleon, parrot & galleon.

#1698 (14 Jun 1991) Stamp #1519 with overprint TEXPEX 14-06-91.

#1708a (12 Oct 1991) pair (1707-08) Ship, storm.


#1726-30 (24 Apr 1992) Paintings: Inspiration of Columbus, Meeting of the Races, Spanish, Indian & Mesitzo, Origin of the Sky, Quetzalcoatl & Tezcatlipoca.


#1735 (22 May 1992) WCSE, Meeting of two worlds, ships crossing ocean.

#1751 (17 Sep 1992) S/S, Genova ’92, globe & ship.

#1752-56 (year 1992) Stamps #1726-30 with overprint WCSE logo.

#1757 (yr. 1992) S/S, imperforate, stamp #1731 with overprint WCSE logo.

#1762a (12 Oct 1992) pair (1761-62), Aztec Calendar stone, snake, fish & compass.

#C327 (09 Sep 1967) Marco Polo and ITY Emblem.

#C345 (01 Nov 1968) S/S, Efimex ’68. Columbus head emblem on S/S.
#O167 (1926-27) Columbus monument on 5c orange stamp (#637) with red overprint OFICIAL reading down.

#O180 (1927-31) Columbus monument on 4c green stamp (#653) with overprint OFICIAL reading up.

#O181 (1927-31) Columbus monument on 5c orange stamp (#654) with overprint OFICIAL reading up.

#O181a (1927-31) Columbus monument on 5c orange stamp (#654) with overprint OFICIAL reading down.

#O201 (1932-33) Columbus monument on 4c green stamp (#653) with overprint SERVICIO OFICIAL.

#O202 (1932-33) Columbus monument on 5c orange stamp (#654) with overprint SERVICIO OFICIAL.

#O213 (1934-37) Columbus monument on 4c stamp (#653) with horizontal overprint OFICIAL.

#O214 (1934) Columbus monument on 5c stamp (#654) with horizontal overprint OFICIAL.

#O218 (1935) Columbus monument on 4c stamp (#689) with overprint OFICIAL.

MICRONESIA (U.S.A. Territory)

#151a-c (23 May 1992) Strip of three stamps, Queen Isabella, Santa María, Christopher Columbus.

MOLDOVA


#71 (26 Dec 1992) S/S, Christopher Columbus.

MONACO

#354-59 (03 Apr 1956) U.S. Presidents, Landing of Columbus, etc.
#359 (03 Apr 1956) Columbus landing in America.

#1814-16 (24 Apr 1992) Europa, Pinta, Santa María, Niña.


#1819 (24 Apr 1992) Columbus Exposition, Genoa ’92, men & ships.

#1828-29 (18 sept 1992) Christopher Columbus rose, Prince of Monaco rose.

**MONGOLIA**

#1189 (01 Aug 1981) Santa María.

#2071 (22 May 1992) S/S with pair: WCSE, Columbus, ship.

#2095-2101 (Aug 1992) Two sailing ships, natives approaching Santa María, Pinta, Santa María, dolphins, Niña, etc.

#2102-03 (Aug 1992) S/S, Santa María, Columbus, flags.

**MONTSERRAT**

#292-95 (16 Jul 1973) 480th Anniversary of Discovery of Montserrat by Columbus. Columbus sighting Montserrat, Columbus’ ship, arms & map, islands.

#295a (16 Jul 1973) S/S with 4 stamps (#292-95) Columbus sighting Montserrat, Columbus’ ship, arms & map, islands.

#319-22 (03 Mar 1975) Carib house, artifacts, canoe, etc.

#322a (03 Mar 1975) Souvenir booklet containing two self-adhesive panes-stamps of Carib artifacts & mentions Columbus in margin.

#789 (16 Jan 1992) S/S, Discovery of America with seven stamps: Navigating instruments, Columbus’ Coat of Arms, Columbus & Bahamian natives, Isabella, Columbus with petition, exotic birds, Santa María, etc.

#825-26 (10 Mar 1993) Omnibus (OECS), Landing, natives & ships.

#829 (17 Sep 1993) Discovery of Montserrat (like #789 with different values and text added to stamps).
#927 (29 Aug 1997) Frama’s abstract painting of Discovery of America.

#927 (29 Aug 1997) Sheet of 8, Frama’s abstract painting of the Discovery of America (ships, cross, map in margin).

#1161-64 (27 Oct 2006) Map & Columbus’ ships, Columbus & map of voyage, ship, earth, Columbus, etc.


**MOROCCO**

#747 (12 Oct 1992) Discovery of America, Columbus’ ships.

**NETHERLANDS**


**NETHERLANDS ANTILLES**


#673-74 (13 May 1992) WCSE, Sailing ship, map, Columbus.

**NEVIS**

#465-67 (11 Apr 1986) American Indian & Columbus, Coat of Arms & breadfruit, galleons & Columbus. Three se-tenant pairs.

#467a-f (11 Apr 1986) Six different S/S with se-tenant pair (similar to #465-67) American Indian & Columbus, Coat of Arms & breadfruit, galleons & Columbus.

#468 (11 Apr 1986) S/S, Columbus portrait & ships.

#606-13 (25 Jun 1990) UPAE & 500th emblems, New World crabs: Sand fiddler, Blue crab, Stone crab, Mountain crab, etc.

#654-61 (22 Apr 1991) Space exploration & Discovery voyages (no Columbus stamp in set). Skylab, Voyager I, Gemini 4, Luna 3, etc.

#662-63 (22 Dec 1991) Two S/S, Discovery of America: sailing ship, Columbus Landfall

#728-33 (06 Jul 1992) Compass, manatee, turtle, Santa Maria, Isabella, pineapple. Min


NEW CALEDONIA

C233a (22 May 1992) Strip of three stamps, Pinta, Santa María, Niña.

C233b (22 May 1992) Booklet pane of three stamps, Pinta, Santa María, Niña.

C234 (22 May 1992) Sheet of three, Erik the Red, Columbus, Amerigo Vespucci.

NEW ZEALAND


#1092a (22 May 1992) WCSE, S/S, Santa María, Pinta & Niña.

NICARAGUA

#40-49 (1892) 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America, Columbus sighting land.

#587-99 (03 Aug 1933) Flag of the Race issue (printed without gum). Flag with Three Crosses for three ships of Columbus.

#691-94 (01 Sep 1945) Columbus & proposed Columbus Lighthouse.

#735-39 (25 June 1952) 500th Birth Anniversary, Queen Isabella, Columbus’ ships, Santa María, map, Isabella.
#739a (25 June 1952) S/S with #735-39: Queen Isabella, Columbus’ ships, Santa María, map, Isabella.

#1187-90 (12 Oct 1982) Santa María, Niña, Pinta, fleet.

#1561-66 (12 Oct 1986) Map, ships, Juan de La Cosa, Columbus, Ferdinand, Isabella, Columbus before the throne.

#1749-54 (12 Oct 1988) Encounter of two worlds, pre-Columbian art: Zapotec urn, Mochica ceramic head, Tiana vase, Nazca cup, Inca pipe, etc.

#1755 (12 Oct 1988) S/S, Encounter of two worlds, Aztec ceramic vessel.

#1862 (12 Oct 1991) UPAEP, Concepción volcano.

#1907 (12 Oct 1991) UPAEP, Discovery of America issue, Columbus’ fleet.

#1945 (22 Mar 1993) UPAEP, Monument to Columbus.

#C77-87 (03 Aug 1933) Flag of the Race issue (printed without gum). Flag with Three Crosses for three ships of Columbus.


#C215-21 Day of the Race, Sheets of four stamps (Perforate) of each: Diriangen, Nicarao, Bartolemé de Las Casas, Columbus.

#C215-21a Day of the Race, Diriangen, Nicarao, Bartolemé de Las Casas, Columbus. Imperforate singles.

#C215-21a Day of the Race, Sheets of four stamps (Imperforate) of each: Diriangen, Nicarao, Las Casas, Columbus.

#C216a variety-reddish color, Day of the Race Sheet of 4 stamps (Nicarao), imperforate.

#C266-71 (01 Sep 1945) Caravels of Columbus & Columbus lighthouse, Landing of Columbus & Columbus Lighthouse.

#C316-20 (25 Jun 1952) Queen Isabella (portrait), map, Santa María, Columbus’ ships, Isabella (portrait).

#C320a (25 Jun 1952) S/S with stamps #316-20: Queen Isabella (portrait), map, Santa María, Columbus’ ships, Isabella (portrait).
#C443-45 (04 Jul 1960) 10th Anniversary of Philatelic Club of San Jose, Isabella stamp (#C445) with overprint.

#C1027-29 (12 Oct 1982) Trans-Atlantic voyage, landing of Columbus, death of Columbus.


#C1155-60 (12 Oct 1987) Indian village, sailing ships, battle in village, battle & prisoners, Spanish town, cathedral.

#C1196 (12-Oct 1989) UPAE, pre-Columbian vase.

#O21-30 (1892) 400th Anniversary: Columbus sighting land with “franqueo oficio” overprint.

#O320-31 (03 Aug 1933) Flag of the Race issue (printed without gum). Flag with Three Crosses for three ships of Columbus.

**NIGER**

#830-35 (19 Mar 1991) Columbus, Santa María, caravel, Pinta, etc.


**NIUAFO’OU ...see TONGA**

**NIUE**

#621-23 (1992) Queen Isabella supports Columbus, Columbus, fleet, Columbus landing in America.

**NORFOLK**

#517-19 (11 Feb 1992) Columbus’ Coat of Arms, Santa María, Columbus at globe.

#550-61A (1994) Early Pacific explorers & their ships: Balboa, Magellan, Elcano, Saavedra, Drake, de Mendana, Tasman, etc.
NORTH KOREA (DEMOCRATIC PEOPLES REPUBLIC)

#2718 (10 Mar 1988) Strip of three stamps-Discovery of America: Santa María, Pinta, Niña.

#2719 (10 Mar 1988) S/S, Christopher Columbus on the deck of the Santa María.

PALAU (U.S. Trust Territory)

#302a-t (25 May 1992) Sheet of 20, World map & Discoveries: Columbus, Magellan, Drake, Winds as shown on old maps, Compass rose, Vespucci, Pizarro, Balboa, etc.

PANAMA

#186 (1906-07) Vasco Núñez de Balboa (portrait).

#197 (1906-07) Vasco Núñez de Balboa (portrait).

#202 (Sep 1913) 400th Anniversary of Vasco Núñez Balboa sighting Pacific, his dog “Leoncico” at his side.

#206 ((1915-16) Núñez de Balboa taking possession of the Pacific.

#228 (Nov 1921 Statue of Nuñez de Balboa.

Unissued 1935 regular set of 5, Santa María on globe.

Unissued 1935 air post set of 5, Santa María between globes.

#278-87 (Dec 1936) 4th Postal Congress of the Americas and Spain: Scenes of Panama: ruins, dam, canal, etc. #285 Columbus portrait.

#288-97 (year 1937) UPU overprint on 4th Postal Congress of the Americas and Spain: Scenes of Panama: ruins, dam, canal, etc. (#285 Columbus portrait).

#295 (year 1937) UPU overprint on 25c Columbus.

#308 (Jul 1937) Statue of Núñez de Balboa (#228) with 2c 1937-38 surcharge.

#345 (year 1942) Blue & black stamp, Balboa taking possession of the Pacific.
#370 (year 1942) Núñez de Balboa taking possession of the Pacific (#345) with overprint 1874-1949 UPU.

#375 (17 Aug 1950) Núñez de Balboa taking possession of the Pacific (#345) with overprint CENTENARIO del Gral. José de San Martín...

#377 (year 1942) blue stamp: Núñez de Balboa taking possession of the Pacific.

#379 (yr. 1942) Núñez de Balboa taking possession of the Pacific (#377) with overprint Tercer Centenario....


#449 (22 Jan 1964) 450th Anniversary of Discovery of Pacific Ocean by Núñez de Balboa.

#767-68 (12 Oct 1989) UPAE, pre-Columbian artifacts: Monolith of Barriles, vessel.

#783-84 (12 Oct 1990) UPAE, pre-Columbian societies & customs: Native American carrying items on shoulders, Native American (portrait).

#785 (19 Nov 1991) 490th Anniversary of the Discovery of Isthmus of Panama, Columbus or crew member on ship with water & land in background.

#800a-b (12 Oct 1992) pair, Columbus’ fleet, Columbus coming ashore.

#806 (13 Apr 1993) Evangelism in America, 500th Anniversary, map & cross.

#806a (13 Apr 1993) Tete beche pair, Evangelism in America, 500th Anniversary, map & cross.

#810 (2 Jun 1994) 490th Anniversary, Columbus exploration of the Isthmus of Panama.

#810a Columbus exploration of Panama, tete beche pair + two labels.

#897 (30 Apr 2002) Discovery of Isthmus, natives and ship.

#898 (30 Apr 2002) Discovery of Isthmus, native, European, crucifix, ships.

#912 (24 Jul 2003) 150th Anniversary of Colón, statue of Columbus.

(04 Mar 1937) 4th Congress of the Americas and Spain. UPU overprint on stamps #C21-26 Urracá Monument, Human Genius uniting the Oceans, Núñez de Balboa Monument, Pedro Miguel Locks, Palace of Justice.


(22 Jan 1964) 450th Anniversary of Discovery of Pacific Ocean by Núñez de Balboa.

(31 Jul 2003) 500th Anniversary Santa María de Belén.

(31 Jan 2003) Fourth voyage of Christopher Columbus.

(1915) San Lorenzo Castle gate, statue of Columbus, Pedro Sosa.

(J1-4) Statue of Columbus.

PANAMA CANAL ZONE (U.S.A)

(14 Jan 1907) Vasco Núñez de Balboa (Panama #186) with overprint CANAL ZONE reading down.

(08 Nov 1909) Vasco Núñez de Balboa (Panama #197) with overprint CANAL ZONE reading up (type I)

(Jul 1913) Vasco Núñez de Balboa (Panama #197) with overprint CANAL ZONE reading up (type II)

(01 Mar 1915) Vasco Núñez de Balboa (Panama #206) taking possession of the Pacific with overprint CANAL ZONE (type II).

(Dec 1915) Vasco Núñez de Balboa (Panama #197) with overprint CANAL ZONE reading up (type III).

(Jan 1918) Vasco Núñez de Balboa (Panama #197) with overprint CANAL ZONE reading up (type IV).

(1921) Vasco Núñez de Balboa (Panama #197) with overprint CANAL ZONE reading up (type V).

(13 Nov 1921) Statue of Balboa (Panama #228) with overprint CANAL ZONE reading up (type V).
#J5 (1915) Statue of Columbus (Panama #J2) with blue overprint CANAL ZONE reading up (type II).

#J8 (Nov 1915) Statue of Columbus (Panama #J2) with thinner red 2c surcharge CANAL ZONE.

#J10 (Dec 1919) Statue of Columbus (Panama #J2) with thicker carmine 2c surcharge.

**PAPUA NEW GUINEA**

#782-85 (15 Apr 1992) Niña, Pinta, Santa María, Columbus.

#785a (03 Jun 1992) S/S WCSE, stamps #782-85, Columbus’ ships.

**PARAGUAY**

#31 (12 Oct 1892) Violet overprint 1492 / 12 DE OCTUBRE / 1892 on Rivarola stamp.

#260 (1925) Columbus portrait.

#304 (1928) Columbus portrait.

#305 (1928) Columbus portrait.

#306 (1928) Columbus portrait.

#330-37 (10 Oct 1933) Flag of the Race issue: flag with three crosses & caravels of Columbus.

#330-37 fakes Flag of the Race issue: Flag with three crosses & caravels of Columbus.

#399-402 (15 Aug 1943) 450th Anniversary of Discovery of America, Columbus pointing from ship.

#403-05 (year 1944) #396, #398 & #402 (Columbus pointing) with surcharge "1944/ 5 centimos 5."

#404-05 (1944) #398 & #402 (Columbus pointing) with surcharge.

#405 (1944) Columbus pointing from ship (#402) with “1944” & 5c red surcharge.

#429 (year 1945) Columbus pointing from ship (#402) with red 2c surcharge.
#467-73 (11 Feb 1952) Proposed Columbus lighthouse.

#1432 (29 Mar 1972) Caravel Santa María.

#2326-27 (08 Mar 1990) UPAE, Pre-Columbian art, customs: basket, aboriginal ceremony.


#2379-80 (09 Oct 1991) UPAE, War of Tavare, arrival of Spanish explorer Domingo Martínez de Irala,


#2415-16 (12 Oct 1992) UPAE, Columbus’ fleet arriving in New World, Columbus.

#2417-18 (09 Nov 1992) UPAE, Columbus’ fleet arriving in New World, Columbus (2415-16) with overprint PARAFIL 92

#2419-21 (06 Nov 1992) UPAE, Evangelism Anniversary issue, friars in Paraguay (#2410-12) with overprint Navidad 92.

#C33 (1930) Columbus portrait (#306) with black surcharge SEIS.

#C189-96 (11 Feb 1952) Urn containing Columbus’ remains.

#C197-200 (12 Oct 1952) 500th Birth Anniversary, Queen Isabella of Spain.

#C545 (24 Oct 1983) S/S, Discovery of America, Caravel Santa María

#C546 (24 Oct 1983) S/S, Discovery of America, Santa María & Telstar satellite.

#C621-23 (19 Oct 1985) Discovery of America, Explorers & ships: Marco Polo, Vicente Pinzón, James Cook.

#C624 (19 Oct 1985) S/S, Discovery of America, Columbus & Santa María.


#C636 (19 Mar 1986) Discovery of America issue, stamp on stamp: Spain #426.

#C809-13 (27 Jan 1990) Discovery of America emblems, Columbus’ fleet (#C809), Expo 92 emblem, etc.

#L9 (1925) Columbus portrait (#260) with red “c” overprint.

#L37 (1931-36) Christopher Columbus portrait (#305) with overprint C.

**PENRHYN**

#416-18 (04 Dec 1992) Vicente Pinzón & Niña, Martin Pinzón & Pinta, Christopher Columbus & Santa María.

**PERU**

#141-53 (1892-1900) Manco Cápac, Francisco Pizarro, José de la Mar, etc.

#168-76 (1907) Bolognesi, Admiral Grau, Lama, Simón Bolívar, Columbus Monument, etc.

#176 (1907) Columbus Monument in Peru (only 2000 issued).

#177-85 (1909) Manco Cápac, Columbus portrait, Pizarro, San Martín, Bolívar, La Mar, ICastilla, Grau, Bolognesi.

#178 (1909) Christopher Columbus portrait.

#209-19 (1918) San Martín, Bolívar, Gálvez, funeral of Atahualpa, Columbus at Salamanca, etc.

#217 (1918) Columbus at Salamanca.

#394-405 (Feb 1943) 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of the Amazon by Francisco de Orellana: Gonzalo Pizarro & Orellana, map of Amazon, Discovery of the Amazon River.

#939 (01 Sep 1988) Stamp on stamp, Columbus Monument (#176).

#968-69 (28 Dec 1989) UPAE, pre-Columbian medicine jars.
#1013-14 (23 Dec. 1991) UPAE, Mangrove swamp, Gera waterfall.

#1047 (19 Mar 1993) UPAE, Pizarro & ship, ship & NW coastal map of South America.

#C123-26 (18 Jun 1953) 500th Birth Anniversary, Isabella, fleet of Columbus.

#C475 (year 1977) Queen Isabella (#C125) with 10s surcharge.

Yvert #12-14 Columbus Monument, 2nd of May, Grau, telegraph stamps.

**PHILIPPINES**

#1453-54 (14 Feb 1980) Columbus & Knights of Columbus emblem.

#2189-91 (14 Oct 1992) Columbus, fruits and vegetables.

**POLAND**

#1206 (19 Mar 1964) Caravel of Columbus.

#1206-13 (19 Mar 1964) Sailing ships (#1206 is caravel of Columbus).

#3085a (05 May 1992) Europa, pair #3084-85: Columbus & chart, chart & Santa María.

**PORTUGAL**

#1917 (22 May 1992) Europa, King John II with Columbus.

#1918-23 (22 May 1992) 6 S/S, Europa, Columbians (similar in design to U.S. Columbians #230-45).

#1987 (04 May 1987) Prince Henry the Navigator.

#1993 (07 Jun 1994) 500th Anniversary of Treaty of Tordesillas (large stamp) showing the Catholic Kings, Ferdinand & Isabella.

**PORTUGAL – AZORES**

#405 (22 May 1992) Europa, Columbus aboard Santa María.
PORTUGAL - MADEIRA

#127-28 (01 Jul 1988) Columbus, residences on Madeira.

#161 (22 May 1992) Europa, Columbus at Funchal.

PUERTO RICO

#133 (year 1893) 400th Anniversary of the Landing of Columbus in Puerto Rico.

QATAR

#126A (37 Nov 1967) Caravel Santa María.

REDONDA

#8801-08 (21 Mar 1988) Columbus with globe, Columbus in Court of Ferdinand & Isabella, Columbus & Port of Palos, Columbus on deck of his ship, various stamps of Columbus’ fleet.

#8009-10 (21 Mar 1988) 2 S/S, Columbus discovers Redonda Nov 11, 1493, sketch-map drawn by Columbus, 1492.

#8911-18 (10 Nov 1989) Pre-Columbian societies & customs: various pottery designs, various scenes of Indian way of life.

#8919-20 (10 Nov 1989) 2 S/S, pre-Columbian artifacts: Pottery design on stamp, Natives making pottery on S/S; Natives dancing on stamp, pottery designs on S/S.

ROMANIA

#3511a (27 Apr 1988) Caravel Santa María

#3742 (22 Apr 1992) Sheet of 4 stamps, Columbus & ships.


RUSSIA


#6075 (18 Mar 1992) S/S, Columbus portrait and his ships.

#6108 (29 Dec 1992) Columbus monument.

RWANDA

#213 (08 May 1967) St. Christopher by Dierick Bouts.

EL SALVADOR

#60-69 (1892) 400th Anniversary Landing of Columbus.

#70 (1892) Landing of Columbus (#63) with 1c black surcharge (reading down).

#70a (1892) variety, Landing of Columbus (#63) with 1c black surcharge (reading up) on 5c stamp.

#72 (1892) Landing of Columbus (#63) with 1c red surcharge (reading up) on 5c stamp.

#72a (1892) Landing of Columbus (#63) with 1c red surcharge (reading down) on 5c stamp.

#73 (1892) Landing of Columbus (#66) with 1c black surcharge (horizontal) on 20c stamp.

#74 (1892) Landing of Columbus (#67) with 1c yellow surcharge (horizontal) on 25c stamp.

#75 (1892) Landing of Columbus (#67) with 1c blue surcharge (horizontal) on 25c stamp.

#86-88 (1893) Founding city of Isabella, Columbus Monument (Genoa), Columbus’ departure from Palos.
#101-03 (1894) Columbus before council of Salamanca, Columbus protecting Indian hostages, Columbus received by Ferdinand and Isabella.

#157 (1896) Christopher Columbus (portrait) on dark blue stamp (wmk. #117)

#157O (1896) Christopher Columbus (portrait) on dark blue stamp (unwmk).

#170 (1897) Christopher Columbus (portrait) on brown lake stamp (wmk. #117).

#170L (1897) Christopher Columbus (portrait) on brown lake stamp (unwmk.)

#481 (1921) Christopher Columbus (bust).

#490 (1924) Christopher Columbus (bust) (#481) with surcharge seis centavos.

#503 (1924) Columbus at La Rábida.

#528 (1932) Columbus at La Rábida (#503) with “1932” overprint.

#532 (1934) Columbus at La Rábida (#503) with 2c surcharge.

#1190a-j (21 Dec 1988) Sheet of 10, 500 Discovery emblem, Ruins & artifacts: El Tazumul, bowl, San Andrés, two-color censer, Cara Sucia, man-shaped vase, San Lorenzo, pear-shaped vase, etc.


#1202a-f (31 May 1989) Sheet of six stamps on stamps. Columbus issues (#86-88, #101-03).

#1203a-b (31 May 1989) 2 S/S, statues of Columbus & Isabella (“500” emblem on one and “92” emblem on the other).

#1214-15 (12 Oct 1989) UPAE, pre-Columbian artifacts: cultivator, rock painting, ceramic urn.

#1243a-f (30 Jul 1990) Sheet, stained glass window: Isabella, Columbus, Columbus’ Coat of Arms, 500th Anniversary emblem, Columbus’ ships, etc.

#1244 (30 Jul 1990) S/S, Columbus, map.


#1283a-f (16 Sep 1991) Sheet of 6 showing early chart with hourglass & Columbus’ ships falling off the edge onto a map of the Americas.
#1284 (16 Sep 1991) S/S, Sail, landfall.


#1322-25 (28 Aug 1992) European & American faces, ship in persons eye, ship at sea, cross, Indian pyramid, etc.

#1325a Sheet of 8 (two sets) European & American faces, ship in persons eye, ship at sea, cross, Indian pyramid, etc.


#1333 (22 Oct 1992) EXFILNA, three flags with crosses over map of the Americas.

#1536 a-d (16 Mar 2000) Sheet of 4 stamps, El Tazumal Mayan pyramid, Columbus & ships, Spanish soldier & native, Independence.

#C5 (28 Dec 1929) Columbus at La Rábida (#503) with 40c surcharge of new value.

#C28-32 (12 Nov 1932) Airplane & caravels of Columbus.

#C130-33 (28 Apr 1951) 500th Birth Anniversary of Queen Isabella of Spain.

#C543 a-j (21 Dec 1987) Sheet of 10 stamps showing scene of Columbus’ caravels approaching a map of the Americas with drawings of Ferdinand, Isabella, Columbus at top & bottom of scene.

#O24 (1896) Christopher Columbus dark blue stamp (#157 wmk. #117) with oval overprint FRANQUEO OFICIAL (type a)

#O36 (1896) Christopher Columbus dark blue stamp (#157O unwmk) with oval overprint FRANQUEO OFICIAL (type a)

#O60 (1896) Christopher Columbus dark blue stamp (#157 wmk. #117) with overprint DE OFICIAL (type b).

#O72 (1896) Christopher Columbus dark blue stamp (#157O unwmk) with overprint DE OFICIAL (type b).

#O90 (1897) Christopher Columbus brown lake stamp (#170 wmk. #117) with oval overprint FRANQUEO OFICIAL (type a).
#O102 (1897) Christopher Columbus brown lake stamp (#170L unwmk) with oval overprint FRANQUEO OFICIAL (type a).

#O114 (1897) Christopher Columbus brown lake stamp (#170 wmk. #117) with overprint DE OFICIAL (type b).

#O126 (1897) Christopher Columbus brown lake stamp (#170L unwmk) with overprint DE OFICIAL (type b).

#O349 (1921) Christopher Columbus bust (#481) with overprint OFICIAL.

#RA1-4 (1931) Postal tax stamps including two Columbus at La Rábida (#503) with surcharge.

#RA1 (1931) Columbus at La Rábida (#503) with 1c surcharge.

#RA4 (1931) Columbus at La Rábida (#503) with 2c surcharge.

SAN MARINO

#308-19 (29 Jan 1952) Christopher Columbus, Columbus on his ship, Landing of Columbus, Indians, Columbus & map.

#320-26 (29 Jun 1952) Columbus set type like #308-19 but in new colors & with overprint “Fiera Di Trieste 1952.”

#544 (10 Jan 1963) Santa María.

#1210-11 (06 Sep 1990) Artifacts, map, native plants, map.


#1249-50 (03 Feb 1992) Columbus, ships at anchor & natives; map of voyages.

#1264-65 (22 May 1992) Europa, globe, ship at sea; ship in egg.

#1350 (22 Mar 96) 700th Anniversary of Marco Polo’s return from China.

#1671-72 (01 Feb 2006) Columbus & native, ship & globe.

C80 (29 Jan 1952) Columbus, globe, Statue of Liberty & buildings.

C81 (29 Jun 1952) Columbus, globe, Statue of Liberty & buildings (like #C80 but different color & with overprint “Fiera Di Trieste 1952.”)
SENEGAL

#932-38 (08 Jul 1991) Columbus meeting of Haitian Natives, Columbus’ Coat of Arms, Santa María, Columbus’ ships, Columbus at chart table, etc.

SIERRA LEONE

#909-12 (11 Sep 1987) Ducats, Santa María, Issac Abravanel, Luis de Santángel, tobacco leaves, Luis de Torres-translator, etc.

#913 (11 Sep 1987) S/S, Columbus and map.

#966 (19 Apr. 1988) Niña & Santángel (Scott #911) with overprint Praga ’88.

#1525-26 (14 Jan 1993) Ferdinand, Isabella & Columbus; Landing in New World.

#1527 (14 Jan 1993) S/S, Portrait of Columbus, fleet.

SLOVENIA

#137a-b (21 Apr 1992) pair, map of NW Mexico & Gulf of California with Marko Anton Kappus, map N. & S. America with sailing ship.

SOMALIA

#633-37 (year 1992) Discovery of America, sighting land from crow’s nest, three men pointing from ship, Columbus in his cabin, Columbus claiming land, building fort.

#638 a-c (year 1992) S/S of three stamps like #633-35 but with no white border: sighting land from crow’s nest, three men pointing from ship, Columbus in his cabin.

SOLOMON ISLANDS

#723-26 (22 May1992) WCSE, Solomon airlines, Columbus & Santa María.

#726a (22 May 1992) WCSE, S/S with stamps #723-26, airlines, Columbus, etc.

#726b (14 Aug 1993) WCSE, S/S with stamps #723-26 & with Taipei ’93 in margin.
SPAIN

#345 (15 Feb 1929) Spain Expo: Santa María & Seville.

#348 (15 Feb 1929) Spain Expo: Barcelona-Columbus statue.

#349 (15 Feb 1929) Spain Expo: Santa María & Seville.

#351 (15 Feb 1929) Spain Expo: Santa María & Seville.

#353 (15 Feb 1929) Spain Expo: Barcelona-Columbus statue.

#356 (15 Feb 1929) Spain Expo: Barcelona-Columbus statue.

#357 (15 Feb 1929) Spain Expo: Barcelona-Columbus statue.

#418-32 (29 Sep 1930) Bow & stern of Santa María, Santa María, Niña, Pinta, Columbus leaving Palos, Columbus landing.

#781-85 (22 Apr 1951) 500th Anniversary of birth of Queen Isabella (portrait).

#787-91 (10 May 1951) 500th Anniversary of birth King Ferdinand, the Catholic (portrait).

#795-97 (12 Oct 1953) Founding of University of Salamanca: University Seal- Ferdinand & Isabella, Luis de León, Cathedral of Salamanca.

#795 (12 Oct 1953) University of Salamanca Seal showing King Ferdinand & Queen Isabella.

#945-52 (12 Oct 1960) Explorers of Florida: Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, Hernando de Soto, Ponce de León, Cabeza de Vaca.


#1064 (12 Aug 1963) Granada Coat of Arms (Catholic Kings).


#1174-76 (04 Jun 1963) Pillars of Hercules & Globe, fleet of Columbus, Columbus & compass rose.
(12 Oct 1963) Father Junípero Serra, Núñez de Balboa, Jose de Gálvez, Diego García de Paredes.

(16 Jul 1964) Caravel Santa María.


(17 Mar 1965) Columbus statue -Barcelona.


(28 Aug 1965) 400th Anniversary of the Spanish settlement in Florida, Explorer, Royal flag of Spain & ships (like U.S. #1271).

(12 Oct 1965) Don Fadrique de Toledo, Father Jose de Anchieta, Francisco de Orellana, St. Luis Beltrán.


(26 Jul 1967) Columbus Monument at Huelva.

(10 Oct 1967) Hispanic Congress: caravel, maps, etc.

(12 Oct 1967) Explorers of NW coast of N. America: de la Bodega, map (Nootka coast), Mourelle, Martinez, old maps CA, Valdés.


(12 Oct 1969) Exploration and development of Chile: Santo Domingo Church-Chile, Casa de Moneda de Chile, Ambrosio O'Higgins, Pedro de Valdivia, etc.

(12 Oct 1970) Exploration & development of Mexico: Ecala house, Mexico Cathedral, Vasco de Quiroga, Juan de Zumarraga, etc.

(12 Oct 1972) 450th Anniversary of San Juan, Puerto Rico, views at various years.

(11 Jun 1973) House of Columbus in Las Palmas.

(01 Mar 1976) Navigators: Cosme Damian Churruca, Luis de Requesens, Juan Sebastián Elcano.
Spain’s link with Costa Rica: Juan Vázquez de Coronado, Orosi Mission, Costa Rica, Thomas de Acosta.

Map, Santa María, King Juan Carlos I.

Sailing ship & mail routes West Indies in 18th Century.

Spain’s link to Guatemala: Church of St. Francis, Government Palace, Columbus Square & monument, etc.

Columbus Square & Monument in Guatemala.

Sheet of 4 + 2 labels, Sun Gate, Tiahuanaco, Alonso de Ercilla, title pages of La Arauca, Virgin of Seafarers, etc.

Europa, Emblems of Unification (1512), Discovery of America.

Seville, 16th century.

Men of prophesy-Discovery of America: Aristotle, Seneca, San Isidoro, Pedro de Ailly, prophesy from books of Chilam Balam, etc.

Booklet six stamps, men of prophesy-Discovery of America: Aristotle, Seneca, San Isidoro, Pedro de Ailly, prophesy from books of Chilam Balam, etc.

Expo ’92, Seville geometric shapes, earth, moon.

Amerigo Vespucci, Ferdinand & Isabella, Friar Juan Perez, Juan de la Cosa, Christopher Columbus, Vicente & Martin Pinzón.

Booklet pane: Amerigo Vespucci, Ferdinand & Isabella, Friar Juan Perez, Juan de la Cosa, Christopher Columbus, Vicente & Martin Pinzón.

Expo ’92, globe, rays of light, compass rose.

Expo ’92, globe, rays of light, compass rose.

EXFILNA ’88 S/S: Fortress, caravels & map on S/S.

Conquerors, explorers & symbols (faces of): H. Cortés, Nuñez de Balboa, F. Pizarro, F. Magellan, Cabeza de Vaca, A. de Urdaneta, etc.

Booklet: Conquerors, explorers & symbols (faces of): H Cortés, Nuñez de Balboa, Pizarro, Magellan, Cabeza de Vaca, de Urdaneta.
#2610 (07 Nov 1989) UPAE, irrigating corn field.

#2633 (14 Nov 1990) UPAE, Caribbean fauna.

#2644 (19 Apr 1991) S/S, Capitulations (privileges granted Columbus).

#2657 (04 Nov 1991) UPAEP, nocturlabe.

#2668 (14 Feb 1992) Expo '92 Seville, child’s drawing.


#2671 (24 Apr 1992) S/S, Columbus' fleet, Landing of Columbus.

#2672a-j (21 Apr 1992) Sheet of 12 of Expo '92 Seville: Trade Center, Aerial tram, Barqueta gate, Nature, pavilion, Biosphere, Alamillo bridge, train, etc.

#2673a-l (05 May 1992) Sheet of 12 of Expo '92 Seville: Cartuja Monastery, Arena, Monorail train, Europe Avenue, Discovery pavilion, Mascot Curro, etc.


#2677-82 (22 May 1992) Six S/S, Columbians (similar in design to the U.S. Columbians #230-45).

#2690 (09 Oct 1992) Exfina 92, St Paul’s Church (Valladolid), Discovery emblem.

#2691 (15 Oct 1992) UPEAP, portion of Santa María.

#2782-84 (07 Jun 1994) 500 Anniversary of Treaty of Tordesillas: King Sancho Ramirez, Treaty of Tordesillas, National Archives at Simancas.


#2839 (20 Dec 1995) Galánández de Carvajal (master courier to King Ferdinand’s Court).

#2845 (22 Mar 1996) Columbus statue (Barcelona), Posada Guapa Gate.

#3121 (19 Oct 2001) Sheet of 12 stamps making fun of historical events: Columbus, Hernán Cortés, Charles V, Elcano, F. Pizarro, King Philip II & III, etc.

#3410 (24 Apr 2006) S/S, Death Memorial Anniversary issue, Christopher Columbus.


#B153-58 (16 Oct 1989) Produce or fauna indigenous to America: cocoa, corn, tomato, horse, potato, turkey.

#B158a (16 Oct 1989) Booklet of six stamps of produce or fauna indigenous to America: cocoa, corn, tomato, horse, potato, turkey.

#B159-62 (22 Feb 1990) Expo ’92 Seville, Mascot Curro & symbols of development.

#B169-72 (15 Oct 1990) Discovery issue showing drawings of sailing ships of each voyage.

#B172a (15 Oct 1990) Booklet of four stamps showing drawings of sailing ships of each voyage.

#B173-76 (12 Feb 1991) Expo ’92 Seville, La Cartuja Monastery, amphitheater, La Cartuja bridge, La Bargueta Bridge.

#B173 (12 Feb 1991) la Cartuja Monastery of Santa María de las Cuevas.


#B194 (31 Mar 1992) S/S, three triangle Columbus stamps with label (Columbus Monument).


#C31-42 (29 Sep 1930) La Rábida Monastery, Martín Alonso Pinzón, Vicente Yáñez Pinzón, Columbus in his cabin.
**#C37 variety** (29 Sep 1930) 30c orange color, Vicente Yáñez Pinzón.

**#C43-49** (29 Sep 1930) La Rábida Monastery, Christopher, Columbus & the Pinzón brothers.

**#C50-57** (10 Oct 1930) Spanish-American Exhibition issue. (#57 shows Santa María, plane, Tower of Gold, face of Columbus).

**#C57** (10 Oct 1930) Santa María, plane, Tower of Gold, face of Columbus.

**#C121** (12 Oct 1946) Bartolomé de las Casas.

**#C132-36** (12 Oct 1951) 500th Anniversary of the birth of Queen Isabella of Spain, Queen Isabella & surrender of Moors.

**#C139-43** (12 Oct 1952) 500th Anniversary of the birth of Ferdinand, King Ferdinand & Columbus presenting natives.

**#C147-57** (1955-56) Plane and caravel.

**#CB9** (29 Jan 1940) Caravel Santa María.

**#CB14** (29 Jan 1940) Caravel Santa María.

**#E8** (29 Sep 1930) “Urgente” overprint on 20c stern of Santa María stamp (like 425 but brown violet).


**#RAB2** (yr. 1949) Semi-postal, Galleon and Lorraine Cross.

**SPANISH GUINEA**

**#210** (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain # 348) with overprint GUINEA.

**#211** (1929) Santa María & Seville (Spain #349) with overprint GUINEA.

**#213** (1929) Santa María & Seville (Spain #351) with overprint GUINEA.

**#215** (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #353) with overprint GUINEA.

**#218** (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #356) with overprint GUINEA.
#219 (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #357) with overprint GUINEA.

#C13 (22 Apr 1951) 500th Birth Anniversary of Queen Isabella, Woman holding dove.

#C14 (18 Jul 1952) 500th Birth Anniversary of King Ferdinand, Ferdinand the Catholic.

SPANISH MOROCCO

#108 (1929) Santa María & Seville (Spain #345) with overprint PROTECTORADO MARRUECOS.

#111 (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #348) with overprint PROTECTORADO MARRUECOS.

#112 (1929) Santa Maria & Seville (Spain #349) with overprint PROTECTORADO MARRUECOS.

#114 (1929) Santa María & Seville (Spain #351) with overprint PROTECTORADO MARRUECOS.

#116 (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #353) with overprint PROTECTORADO MARRUECOS.

#119 (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #356) with overprint PROTECTORADO MARRUECOS.

#120 (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #357) with overprint PROTECTORADO MARRUECOS.

SPANISH SAHARA

#14 (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #348) with overprint SAHARA.

#15 (1929) Santa María & Seville (Spain #349) with overprint SAHARA.

#17 (1929) Santa María & Seville (Spain #351) with overprint SAHARA.

#19 (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #353) with overprint SAHARA.

#22 (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #356) with overprint SAHARA.

#23 (1929) Barcelona-Columbus statue (Spain #357) with overprint SAHARA.
#C17 (22 Apr 1951) 500th Birth Anniversary of Queen Isabella, Woman holding dove.

#C18 (18 Jul 1952) 500th Birth Anniversary of King Ferdinand, helmet & trappings.

SPANISH WEST AFRICA

#C1 (23 Nov 1949) Queen Isabella.

ST. HELENA

#566-69 (24 Jan 1992) WCSE, Eye of the Wind, Soren Larsen, Columbus’ ships, Columbus & Santa Maria.

ST. KITTS

#269-72 (08 Nov 1989) Galleon passing St. Kitts on Columbus’ second voyage, Coat of Arms & map of 4th voyage, navigational instruments, exploration of Cuba & Hispaniola.

#341-42 (06 Jul 1992) Omnibus (OECS), Columbus Landing, natives & ships.

#659 (03 Jan 2007) S/S, Death Memorial Anniversary, Christopher Columbus.

ST. KITTS-NEVIS

#1 (1903) Columbus looking for land.

#3 (1903) Columbus looking for land.

#4 (1903) Columbus looking for land.

#6 (1903) Columbus looking for land.

#7 (1903) Columbus looking for land.

#9 (1903) Columbus looking for land.

#11 (1905) Columbus looking for land.

#12a (1905) Columbus looking for land.
(1905) Columbus looking for land.
(1905) Columbus looking for land.
(1905) Columbus looking for land.
(1908) Columbus looking for land.
(1908) Columbus looking for land.
(1909) Columbus looking for land.
(1920) Columbus & King George.
(1920) Columbus & King George.
(1920) Columbus & King George.
(1920) Columbus & King George.
(1920) Columbus & King George.
(1920) Columbus & King George.
(1921) Columbus & King George.
(1925) Columbus & King George.
(1928) Columbus & King George.
(1922) Columbus & King George.
(1922) Columbus & King George.
(1924) Columbus & King George.
(1922) Columbus & King George.
(1929) Columbus & King George.
(1936-48) Columbus looking for land.
(1936-48) Columbus looking for land.
#88 (1936-48) Columbus looking for land.

#88a (1936-48) Columbus looking for land.

#99-104 (10 Nov 1950) Anniversary settlement-Anguilla.

#270-73 (01 Oct 1973) Stamp on stamp: #3 (Columbus) & harbor scene, Stamp #2 (medical spring) & sugar mill, #1 (Columbus) & unloading of boat, #5 (medical spring) & rock carvings.


MR1-2 (1916-18) Columbus (#12) with overprint “war tax” and 1.5 p Columbus (type of 1905-18 issue) with overprint “war stamp.”

**ST. LUCIA**

#49 (16 Dec 1902) 400th Anniversary Discovery of St. Lucia by Columbus, the Pitons.

#173-75 (01 Jun 1960) Granting a new constitution, 16th Century ship & Pitons.

#991-92 (06 Jul 1992) Omnibus (OECS), Landing, natives & ships.

#993-96 (04 Aug 1992) Amerindians, Juan de la Cosa, Columbus, Gimie.

**SAINT PIERRE & MIQUELON**

#583 (12 Oct 1992) Columbus & map.

**ST. THOMAS & PRINCE ISLANDS**

#807 (03 Nov 1987) Sheet of three stamps+ 3 labels: Columbus with globe, sea battle, Columbus Landing.

#808 (03 Nov 1987) Discovery of America: Model ship.

#1028-32 (12 Oct 1991) Discovery of America: Columbus, sailing ship, different sailing ship, Columbus Landing, pointing the way.

ST. VINCENT

#346-49 (18 Jan 1973) Triangle stamps of Columbus’ third voyage, Columbus sighting St. Vincent, Caribs watching Columbus’ ships, Columbus, Santa María.

#420 (10 Apr 1975) Atlantic flying fish (Columbus reported this).

#936-38 (23 Jan 1986) three se-tenant pairs: Columbus’ fleet, Columbus at Court, Santa María.

#939 (23 Jan 1988) S/S, Christopher Columbus with ships.

#1087-92 (11 Jan 1988) Columbus’ fleet: Santa María, Niña & Pinta, hour glass & compass, Columbus planting flag, Arawak natives, parrot, corn pineapple, etc.

#1093 (11 Jan 1988) S/S, Columbus, Arms, caravel with map.


#1233 a-t (31 Aug 1989) Sheet of 20 stamps, map showing Florida, Caribbean Islands, Central & northern South America with voyage routes of Columbus and what was there at time of Discovery.

#1450 (18 Mar 1991) Sheet of 9, stamps on stamps (U.S. Columbians #230-37).

#1451 (18 Mar 1991) Sheet of 9, stamps on stamps (U.S. Columbians #238-45).


#1475-82 (13 May 1991) Voyages of Discovery (space), Buran space shuttle, Mars mission, Hubble, etc. No Columbus stamps in set.

#1483-84 (13 May 1991) Two S/S, Discovery of America: sailing ship, island hopping; sailing ship returning home.

#1632-37 (22 May 1992) WCSE, Niña, Pinta, Santa María, Columbus leaving Palos, Columbus, Columbus’ Coat of Arms.

#1638-39 (22 May 1992) WCSE, two S/S, map 1st Voyage, sailing ship.


(21 Jul 2006) Columbus, Columbus & Queen Isabella, Niña, Pinta & Santa María.


ST. VINCENT GRENADINES

(28 Jan 1982) Caravel Santa María.

(29 Jul 1988) High values: crewman of Christopher Columbus spotting land, Columbus & exchange of gifts.


(02 Oct 1989) UPAE, pre-Columbian societies & customs: smoking tobacco, rolling tobacco, body painting, smoothing wood.

(02 Oct 1989) Se-tenant strip, UPAE, pre-Columbian societies & customs: starting campfire, woman drinking from bowl, woman frying grain or corn patties, adult resting in hammock & indian using mortar & pestle.

(02 Oct 1989) 2 S/S, UPAE, pre-Columbian societies & customs: Indian Chief, Indian fishing.

(28 Apr 1992) WCSE emblem & Disney characters in Chicago: Mickey as Walt Disney, Donald Duck & nephews in Pullman car, Daisy Duck as Jane Addams, Mickey as Carl Sandburg.


(28-Apr 1992) Disney characters as Spanish explorers: Goofy as Aztec King, Mickey as Hernando de Soto, Goofy as Vasco Núñez de Balboa, Donald Duck as Francisco Coronado.

(28 Apr 1992) S/S, Disney character Mickey Mouse as Ponce de León discovering Fountain of Youth.

(22 May 1992) Ferdinand & Isabella, Santa María & Niña in Haiti, Santa María, Columbus’ fleet departing Canary Islands, sinking of Santa María,

(22 May 1992) Two S/S, Columbus’ fleet during night storm, Columbus landing on San Salvador.

#944, 948 (15 Dec 1992) Niña in Baracoa, Columbus’ fleet at sea.

#959 (15 Dec 1992) S/S, Columbus looking through telescope.

**ST. VINCENT GRENADINES BEQUIA**

#256-57 (11 Jul 1988) High values: Columbus (portrait) & Coat of Arms, Columbus’ ship Santa María.

#390-93 (21 Jul 2006) Columbus & ship, ships & crew, Niña, Columbus discovers New World.

#394 (21 Jul 2006) S/S, Ship of Columbus.

**ST. VINCENT GRENADINES UNION ISLAND**

#302-305 (21 Jul 2006) Arrival in Hispaniola, Columbus & ships, ships, etc.


**SAMOA**

#810 (17 Apr 1992) S/S, WCSE, Discovery of America issue: Columbus’ fleet & text.

**SRI LANKA**

#1059-62 (01 Dec 1992) Columbus’ ships at sea, first landing, Santa María aground, Return to Spain.

#1062a (01 Dec 1992) S/S with stamps #1059-62: Columbus’ ships at sea, first landing, Santa María aground, return to Spain.
SURINAM

#847-48 (12 Oct 1989) UPAE, pre-Columbian amulets: Amazon or jade stones, Bisque fertility statue.


#899a (11 Oct 1991) UPAE, pair #898-99: Diagram showing Columbus’ route: map of western Atlantic & Caribbean Sea, map of eastern Atlantic.

#918a-d (24 Mar 1992) UPAE, S/S with 2 pairs (#847-8, #898-99), pre-Columbian amulets & diagram showing Columbus’ route.


SWEDEN


SWITZERLAND


TANZANIA

#555-58 (20 Feb 1990) Niña & Admiral’s flag, Pinta & flag, Santa María & flag, map of 1st voyage.

#559 (20 Feb 1990) S/S, ships & bird’s head.

#897-98 (15 Dec 1992) Ship of Columbus, Columbus portrait.

#899 (15 Dec 1992) S/S, Columbus pointing West.

#986-92 (30 Sep 1992) Symbols of luck, compass, chart, sight of land, first meeting, Columbus’ ships, Santa María running aground, etc.

#993 (30 Sep 1992) S/S, Columbus portrait with old drawing.
TONGA

#797 a-l (28 Apr 1992) Sheet of 12 #a-l: Columbus, monastery, Ferdinand & Isabella, Santa María, Columbus’ signature, Columbus arriving in New World, Columbus announcing Discovery, medal of Columbus, signature, etc.

TONGA --NIUAFO’OU (TIN CAN ISLAND)

#147 a-l (28 Apr 1992) Sheet of 12 #a-l: Columbus, Ferdinand & Isabella, Niña, Santa María, Columbus kneeling before the Catholic Kings, Columbus’ 2nd Coat of Arms, etc.

TRIESTE (Zone A)---ITALY

#77-78 (15 Jul 1950) Radio mast, Tower of Florence, Columbus statue (Italy Scott #538-39) with overprint AMG-FTT.

#119 (05 May 1951) Landing of Columbus painting (Italy Scott #578) with overprint AMG-FTT.

#202-03 (08 Jul 1954) Marco Polo (Italy Scott #655-56).

TRINIDAD

#91 (1898) 400th Anniversary, Landing of Columbus on Trinidad on 31 July 1498.

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

#262 (01 Nov 1976) Painting: Columbus sailing through the Bocas.

#262-66 (01 Nov 1976) Paintings: Columbus sailing through the Bocas, View, Landscape, Los Gallos Point, Corbeaux Town.

#266a (01 Nov 1976) S/S, paintings (#262-66) one/w Columbus sailing.

#325-27 (08 Apr 1980) #262 (Columbus sailing), #279, #263 with overprint “CENSUS”.

TRISTAN DA CUNHA

#504-07 (23 Jan 1992) WCSE, Eye of the Wind, Soren Larsen, Columbus’ ships, Columbus & Santa María.
TURKEY


TURKISH REPUBLIC OF NORTHERN CYPRUS

#326 (29 May 1992) S/S, Europa, two stamps: Santa María, Niña & Pinta; Columbus.

TURKS & CAICOS ISLANDS

#253-56 (04 Jul 1972) Discovers & explorers of the Americas: Christopher Columbus, Richard Grenville, Capt. John Smith, Ponce de León.

#579 (12 Aug 1985) Santa María (perforation 12 1/2 x 12).

#579a (09 Jan 1984) Santa María (perforation 14).

#734-37 (20 Jan 1988) Caravel & first sight of land, Columbus meets Indians, fleet anchored in harbor, Columbus landing.

#738 (20 Jan 1988) S/S, Niña, Pinta, Santa María and map of Turks & Caicos Islands.

#740 (12 Feb 1988) Santa María & scouts rowing to Hawks Nest.

#770-73 (15 May 1989) UPAE, Pre-Columbian societies & customs: Hollowing-out a tree to make a canoe, body painting & statue, three islanders with body paint, canoeing.


#777d (19 Nov 1989) Columbus stamp (U.S. Scott #245) in sheet of 6 stamps.

#836-43 (02 Apr 1990) UPAE, New World beauty (fish): rock beauty, coney, red hind, french angelfish, spotlight parrotfish, french grunt, etc.

#844-45 (02 Apr 1990) Two S/S, New World beauty (fish): gray angelfish, blue chromis.

#883-90 (15 Apr 1991) Voyages of Discovery: Hudson, Amundsen, Scott, Byrd, Cook, etc. (no Columbus stamp in this set of 8).

#891-92 (15 Apr. 1991) Two S/S, La Niña, the search for land.
#998-1007 (12 Oct 1992) Coins with scenes of 1st voyage: Columbus’ ships, Columbus 2nd Coat of Arms, Columbus fleet at sea, Landfall, Columbus departing, Columbus exploring, Columbus & natives, etc.

#1008-09 (12 Oct 1992) Two S/S, Coins with: Columbus returns, Columbus at court.

CAICOS ISLANDS

#50-52 (21 Sep 1984) Sighting manatees, Columbus’ fleet, West Indies Landing.

#53 (Sep 1984) S/S, Columbus’ fleet with map of four voyages.

TUVALU


UGANDA


#1032-33 (27 Jul 1992) 2 S/S, 1490 map by Henricus Martelius & sections of 1492 flat globe.

UNITED STATES

#118 (1869) Landing of Columbus (type I picture unframed).

#119 (1869) Landing of Columbus (type II picture framed).

#129 (1869) Landing of Columbus (type III ...same a type I but without fringe of brown shading around central vignette).

#230 (1893) Columbus in Sighting Land.

#231 (1893) Landing of Columbus.

#231 variety (1893) Landing, “Broken hat” variety, landing scene.

#232 (1893) Santa María.
(1893) Columbus’ Fleet.
(1893) Columbus Soliciting Aid from Isabella.
(1893) Columbus Welcomed at Barcelona.
(1893) Columbus Restored to Favor.
(1893) Columbus Presenting Natives.
(1893) Columbus Announcing his Discovery.
(1893) Columbus at La Rábida.
(1893) Recall of Columbus.

(year 1913) Issued on 400th Anniversary of Discovery of Pacific Ocean, Núñez de Balboa.

(07 Sep 1940) 400th Anniversary Coronado Expedition in Southwestern U.S. looking for the Seven Cities of Cíbola (Gold), Vasquez de Coronado and his Captains.

(30 Apr 1956) NY Coliseum & Columbus monument.

(28 Aug 1965) 400th Anniversary of 1st permanent European settlement in USA. Spanish explorer, Royal flag and ships.


(12 Set 1971) 450th Anniversary of San Juan, Puerto Rico.

(12 Oct 1982) Ponce de León, 1st Governor of Puerto Rico & of Fountain of Youth Legend in Florida.

(12 Oct 1989) UPAE, Southwest carved figure.


(24 Jan 1992) World Columbian Stamp Expo ‘92 (WCSE), Columbus landing, Columbus landing with “z” variety (Mzy not May).
#2620-23 (24 Apr. 1992) Columbus seeking Isabella’s support, Columbus’s fleet, Landfall, Landing.

#2624-29 (22 May 1992) Six S/S, Columbian (similar in design to US Columbians #230-245).

#2704 (28 Sep 1992) Explored California coast in 1542, Cabrillo, ship, map of San Diego Bay.

#2805 (19 Nov 1993) 500th Anniversary of Columbus Landing in Puerto Rico.

#4003-7 (13 Mar 2006) Crops of Americas: chili peppers, beans, sunflower & seeds, squashes, corn.


#4013-17 (13 Mar 2006) Crops of Americas: chili peppers, beans, sunflower & seeds, squashes, corn.


#C121 (12 Oct 1989) UPAE, Southwest carved figure of cat.

#C127 (12 Oct 1990) UPAE, tropical coast.


UNITED STATES---SOUVENIR CARDS

#SC2 Card (1960) Barcelona, vignette: Landing of Columbus from Scott #231 (POD).

#SC29 Card (1973) COMPEX ’73, four $5.00 Columbians. Mint (BEP).

#SC40 Card (1975) ESPAÑA ’75, Columbus flagship & explorers.

#SC52 Card (1976) ITALIA ’76, Landing of Columbus.


#SC79 Card (1982) ESPAMER ’82, $4.00 Isabella & Columbus.

#SC91 Card (1984) ESPAÑA ’84, $1 Isabella & landing.

#SC92 Card (1984) ESPAÑA ’84, Columbus fleet, ships.

#NS33 Card (1987) FUN ’87, U.S. banknote, Columbus on deck.

URUGUAY

#430-40 (03 Aug 1933) 441st Anniversary, Flag of the Race (three crosses on flag representing the three ship of Columbus) and globe showing the Americas.

#824 (21 Jun 1972) Colón (suburb of Montevideo), Columbus arch & statue.

#852 (30 Jan 1973) Map of Americas & Columbus emblem-Tourist Year of the Americas.

#912 (09 Oct 1975) Ship, Columbus & ancient map.

#1053 (03 Dec 1979) Día de la Hispanidad, ship.


#1355-56 (06 Nov 1990) UPAE, Deer and flowers.

#1392-93 (11 Oct 1991) UPAEP, First landing at Río de la Plata, Amerigo Vespucci.

#1420-21 (10 Oct 1992) UPAEP, ship, masts; globe, ship.

#1427 (10 Oct 1992) Monument to Columbus.


#1996a-d (14 Feb 2003) Explorers & maps of their voyages: Christopher Columbus (4th voyage), Juan Díaz de Solís, Sebastian Cabot, Hernando Arias de Saavedra.

#C386 (06 Mar 1972) Day of Americas, ship with flags.
VATICAN CITY

#898-902 (24 Mar 1992) Discovery & Evangelization of America: Christopher Columbus, Saint Peter Claver, La Virgen de los Reyes Católicos, Bishop Bartolomé de Las Casas, Father Junípero Serra.


VENEZUELA

#136 (1893) 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of the mainland of South America, also participation of Venezuela in the World’s Columbian Exposition in 1893, Landing of Columbus in Venezuela.

#428-31 (1948-50) 450th Anniversary of Columbus’ Discovery of the American mainland, Columbus, native, ship.


#1443-44 (12 Dec 1990) UPAE, lake dwelling, coastline.

#1450-51 (13 Sep 1991) UPAEP, Terepaima Chief & Paramaconi Chief.


#1468a-e (12 Dec 1991) Strip of 5 stamps, Coat of Arms of Columbus, Santa María, map by Juan de la Cosa, sighting land, Columbus with Ferdinand & Isabella.


#1585a-j (31 Mar 1998) Sheet 10 stamps, Discovery of Margarita Island by Columbus. Map of Margarita Islands and: Angel Rock, Christopher Columbus, Simón Bolívar, pearl diver, mending fish nets, parrot, etc.


#1594a-j (10 Aug 1998) Sheet of 10 stamps, Discovery of Venezuela: Columbus, Juan de la Cosa, huts built on stilts, Alonso de Ojeda, statues of the Catholic Kings, etc.

#1595 (12 Aug 1998) Landing of Columbus & exploration by Vespucci.


#C278-83 (1948-49) 450th Anniversary of Columbus’ Discovery of the American mainland, Columbus, native, ship.

#316-21 (18 Dec 1950), 450th Anniversary of the Discovery of the Gulf of Maracaibo, Alonso de Ojeda.

#C330-33 (12 Oct 1951) 500th Birth Anniversary, Queen Isabella of Spain.

#C333a (12 Oct 1951) S/S with #C330-33, Queen Isabella of Spain.

VIETNAM

#2118-24 (10 Jun 1990) Columbus’ fleet, Columbus & natives, Columbus & priest at La Rábida, Columbus at court, map of Caribbean, Columbus, etc.

#2125 (10 Jun 1990) S/S, Teotihuacán pot, Columbus.


#2231 (22 Feb 1991) S/S with stamp perforate, portrait of Columbus.
#2313-19 (15 Jan 1992) Columbus’ fleet, Columbus & natives, Columbus & priest at La Rábida, Columbus at court, map of Caribbean, Columbus, etc. (#2118-24) with red ’92 Sevilla emblem overprint.

#2320 (15 Jan 1992) S/S, Teothuacán pot, Columbus (#2125) with red ’92 Sevilla emblem overprint.

#2329 (12 Feb 1992) Sheet of 5 stamps plus label: Columbus & flag, Columbus & natives, aboard ship, two sailing ships, Columbus fleet setting sail.

#2330 (12 Feb 1992) S/S, stamp perforate, Columbus with Ferdinand & Isabella.

WALLIS AND FORTUNA ISLANDS

#425 (20 Apr 1992) Expo ’92, Seville, caravel.

#C169 (22 May 1992) WCSE, Christopher Columbus & globe.

#C170 (22 May 1992) Genoa ’92, Christopher Columbus & globe.

YUGOSLAVIA

#2154-55 (05 May 1992) Europa, Columbus & ship, Columbus’ fleet.

#2156 (05 May 1992) S/S, Europa, Columbus’ ships in port.